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·e&G Club Hosts Founder's Awards
port was Congressman John
Conyers, of Detroit, Michigan.
Conyers was in town to · campaign
against Proposition 54 and stopped
by to congratulate his good friend
and honoree Frances , Grice, a 38
year community activist. Her career
in political activism began with one
of his campaigns 38 years ago.
Also honored were Gary van
Osdel, Executive Director of the
San
Bernardino
Economic
Development Agency and Ron
Skipper, an Attorney. Youth of the
Year were Constance Henderson
and Damien Garcia.
Thirty-six · years ago founders
Jack Brown, President and owner of
Stater Bros. Market, the late Art
Townsend, Founder/P.ublisher of
Precinct
Reporter
newspaper,
Attorney Bruce Varner, and Judge
Patrick Morris came together to
help the children of the community.
They wanted to give children a safe
place to learn and to play. The club
on 9th Street became that safe
haven. Varner and Morris returned
this year to continue that support.
It is the mission of the club to
inspire and enable all young people,
especially from disadvantaged circumstances to realize their full
potential as productive, responsible
and caring citizens. Actor Denzel ,
Washington credits the Boys Club
for -his nurturing and ultimate suecess.
The Master of Ceremonies, was
Michael Meyer s, Rialto Chief of
Police. Entertainment was provided
by Saidah Story, Miss Inland
Empire, who knocked the crowd's
socks off. Also entertaining the
audience with a strong baritone
voice was Cliff Duncan . He had
folks standing up clapping for more.
All of the honorees credited the

,resenting his late father Art) Damien G
;Clifford Hackney, Chief Executive Offic

The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO
, The Boys and Girls Club held
:their Second Annual Founder's and
Awards B anque t celebrating 36
:years of service to the youth of the
,community. Giving a show of sup-

Boys & Girls Club director Clifford Hackney is congratulated by Congressman
John Conyers for a job well done with the club.

M.C. Chief Michael Myers

See CLUB, Page A-4

·SCE's Small Business Customers and Community Leaders Tour CTAC
, Small business customers and
·community leaders tour ed SCE's
•Customer Technology Application
Center (CTAC), whic h is a 42,000.
·square -foot facility that houses
seven techno logy centers including
•a commercial products center, elect(ic and magnetic field lab and
power quality.center, hom e efficien~
'. cy center, computer lab, industrial
'technology center, and a food service technology center.
: Participants saw the latest energy
.efficient products on display and
:learned how to reduce energy usage
and save mo ney for their business
,or community based organization.
·Customers also had the opportunity
'to give testimonials, sharing their
;p ositive experiences in working
:with representatives of SCE's Small
·B usiness S olutions.

1
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SAN BERNARDINO

:By Cheryl Brown
: This year's Back co School briefing
·by Dr. Herb Fischer, San Bernardino
County Superintendent of Schools, held
;good news for students, parents, and
:taxpayers.
· Fischer's big announcement.was that
~the State Controller's office has with.drawn the findings of an audit that
'would have cost the district millions.
; ''We are pleased that for the benefit of
•our current and future students, this
,audit has been withdrawn," said Fischer,
"I am apprcciative of the State
'Controller's Office under the leadership
•of
Steve
Westly
and
State
Superintendent of Schools Jack
.'O'Connell and the Department of
' Education as we!! as the Department of
'Finance to reach a resolution with us.
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Mary Anderson~· BVN Religious
Writer Remembered
By Cheryl Brown
Mary Anderson,,former Black Voice
News Religious Editor, a mother of the
church at New Hope Missionary
Baptist, a true missionary, the wife of
the late Eddie Anderson, and mother of
two children Myra-Joi and Jea, was a
loving giving person who loved the
Lord all her life.
She accepted Christ at the age of 10
in the Bronx N.Y. She grew up in
Orange, New Jersey and anyone who
knew her knew she was that city's
ambassador in California.
In 1956 she met her husband of over
30 years and they were married before
1
they began .travelling when they ended
up in San Bernardino. Once here she
bragged so much about the region that
her parents, Rev. lvry and Lucile
Jackson Taylor and her sister Ethel, all
packed up and moved to S an
Bernardino.
Anderson's activities were many and
either invol ved the . church or the
school. She retired from the San
Bernardino Unified School District as
an instructional aide for the blind.

File Photo
Mary Anderson during her recent
birthday celebration.
f

She fought cancer for the past 25
years and in her lifetime battled polio.
asthma and diabetes.
In her early years in the area she
attended Delmann Heights Foursquare
Church and was lhe Superintendent of
See ANDERSON, Page A-4

BVN Publisher to Attend
Debates
The Black Voice Mewx
PHOENIX,AZ

CNN will
air a live
debate with
De mocratic
presidential
candidates at
the Orpheum
Theatre in
Phoenix on
Thu rs d ay,
Oct. 9, from
8 to 9:30
p.m. (ET).
Dr. Paulette BrownDr. Paulette
Hinds
Br o wn Hinds, Associate Publisher, The Black
Voice News, will represent the West
Coast Black Publishers Association during the debate. CNN anchor Judy

Woodruff will moderate the debate,
along with panelists Candy Crowley
and Jeff Greenfield. The debate is sponsored by the Arizona Democratic Pany
and will feature all nine of the
Democratic presidential hopefuls.
The debate will also be aired live on
CNNRadio.
CNN, a division of Turner
Broadcasting System, Inc., an AOL
Time Warner Company, is one of the
world's most respected and trusted
sources for news and information. Its
reach extends to 16 cable and satellite
television networks; two private placebased networks; two radio networks;
wireless devices around the world; nine
Web sites, including CNN.com, the first
major news and information Web site;
and CNN Newsource, the world's most
extensi'vely syndicated news service.

DOGON Offers Free
r:r;>epression Screenings

\v.1,.d.·
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Americans stated that the "mental
health of African Amerlcans can be
appreciated only within the wider hisWhen it comes to treating mental ill- torical
context
[of
slavery ).'1
ness within the minority community, Furthermore, the study asserts that,
health professionals who review the although decreased, continued negative
patient's history
stereotypes arrd
should start about
social exclusion
· 200 years in the
wreak havoc on
Dr.
Samuel E. Dey, president o
past.
That's
the mental health
because the lega- the Dogon Psychiatric Medic al of Blacks.
cy of slavery, seg• Group, will be Riverside's official
Let's start with
regation,
and purveyqr of depression screenings · slavery. The very
ongoing racism on National Depression Screening practice of one
and bias plays a Day O ~tober 9;'2003. This event human being sell·
major role on the will be held in conjunction with the ing another had a
collective psy- new office opening at 3.634 devastating affect
ches of African
Elizabeth ' Street, Riverside, CA on slaves. They
Americans-a
were treated as
92506.
state of circumchattel, the propDr. Dey. and other Dogon
stances unique to
erty of the owner.
ifs people-and Psychiatric Medical Group thera- ,African
slaves
distinctly differ- pists specialize in ,treating mental were
routinely ent from their health issues within fhe minority sexually
· and
White counter- community.
ph ysica ll y
parts.
Walk-ins. for screenjng will be abused, and famiA recent study welcomed between the hours of 9 lies were separatpublished in the
AM and 5PM. Those interested in ed . African men
Journal of Health
attending can also call ahead a t were "put out to
Affairs
niade
stud''; and were
major
news: (909) 341~8930.
often deprived of
For more information on this the privilege to
Blacks
·and
Hispanics · feel event, go to www.mentalhealth- raise their own
cheated in health -screening.org.
children. Mothers
care, even with
were raped and
the same insurbore · the children
ance co".erage and ,income as Whites. of their masters, and the owner almost
Poor minorities have Jn even harder never acknowledged their offspring.
time receiving adequate care. Bias and
The emancipation of slaves did little
stereotypes still abound in the health to improve the status of Blacks, and
care industry, and it's time that we take most lived in extreme poven y. Freed
a serious look at how history and per- slaves in the South turned to sharecropsistent racism effects how minorities ping. The majority of the reaped crop
seek and receive health services.
was paid to the owner of the land, who
A 'm ajor Surgeon General study on
the mental health care for African
See DEPRESSION, Page A-4
RIVERSIDE

Pictured left to right, Adolf Dulan, owner of Soul Food Kitchen in Inglewood; David Ford, SCE Small Business Solutions; Felix
Whitak~r, Orange County Black Chamber; and Bruce Mayberry, 'owner of Ricco ~rinting in Sante Fe Springs.
·

Herb Fischer Announces G·o od News At.Yearly Briefing
' /The Black Vnice News

PRE-SORTED STANDARD
U.S. POSTAGE PAID SAN
BERNARDINO. CA
PERMIT NO. 1942 '

Equally I am grateful to Senator Jim
Brul~e. who advocated on behalf of our
students," he said, "The community
stood together and won."
Secondly he announced the status of
the "Leave No Child Behind" legislation, saying that although the California
budget was tight, the legislation is still
being implemented. Fischer reports
things are looking up.
He talked about educational trends,
issues, and the effort the county is making to help districts implement the
nationally mandated program. Fischer
firmly ·believes all children can learn
and that in order to be successful children must attend school everyday.
"School
Attendance
Improves
Leaming," is a slogan from Colton Joint
Unified Schools. Research shows that
students with good attendance earn
higher grades and have fewer discipline
problems, are more involved in school
See SCHOOL, Page A-4

E-Mail to: pressrelease@blackvo icenews.com

Nelson Ho, Apple Valley School Trustee, Dr. Herb Fischer, Supt. of Schools, Pete
Watson, Supt. Upland Unified and Gloria Sanders, Pres. Associated Chaffey
Teachers.
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· Tillman and Brown for
School Board
My grandchildren love to buy
candy that has a sour and bitter
taste so they can frown up their
faces when they eat it. Well the
political events on the national
and state levels are leaving a sour
taste in most voters' mouths.
That is not true on the local level
and adds to the reason we should.
get involved with our elected officials in ·our communities in order to prevent.surprises at the state an<t
national elections.
This coming November we have some choices for you to consider that
will renew your faith in politics and add a refreshing taste to your
mouth after you vote. We will not list all of them now but wanted to get
started this week.
For the San Bernardino City Unified School District Board of
Education we would recommend you returning some proven talents to
serve during these growing diverse cultural times and dwindling budgets. With Sacramento and Washington budgets having pneumonia,
our local governments are being considered for life support. And with
a student population projected to grow from 49,000 to 65,000 students
in the next five years, we need experienced leadership. This is when
you need the experience and skills of a Danny Tillman and Dr. Marlin
Brown. These two seasoned board members have the financial experience to reduce budgets· without gutting programs that are meaningful
to the staff and children of the 7th largest school district in California.
They are active outside of their duties as Board members and represent the education community whenever and wherever possible.
Danny is an active member of New Hope Baptist Church and a regular speaker for the NAACP. Marlin, on the other hand, is a member
of the Fontana school district's Administrators Association and does
research on many different subjects that relate to student performance.
We ask you to give your vote to Danny Tillman and Dr. Marlin
Brown for the San Bernardino City Unified School District Board of
Education. The taste in your mouth will be much sweeter if you do.

Remembering Mary
Anderson
This past week we lost a dear family friend by the name of Mary
Anderson. Cheryl and I first met Sister Anderson at Delmann Heights
Foursquare Gospel Church in Muscoy under the leadership of Rev. Dr.
William Dillard. Mary was the superintendent of the Sunday School
and she recruited me to teach the boys 7 through 12 years of age. Mary
would hold ''teach the teachers" .sessions and one of the ways she
taught was with objects. She was .a busy body but not overbearing.
She always had a smile while telling you about something she read,
beard, or witnessed. She always bad a word for the Lord and attributed all her blessings to Him. In good or what you might see as bad
health, Mary still gave God all of the credit. When her father was assistant pastor at St Paul AME we would see Mary at least three times a
month. This was after we left Delmann Heights and rejoined St. Paul
and Mary had joined New Hope. Our families never drifted too far
apart even when she and Eddie left to live in New Jersey. When they
returned we picked up right where we left off. By this time we had the
newspaper and Mary, you guessed it, started to write a "What's going
on around town in the churches" church column.
I learned a lot from Mary and that is one of the gifts I share today
when I speak or teach. God plants his rose garden and from time to
time, He comes along like every good gardener to prune back the roses
for his home table or make as a gift to someone. Well last week He
came and cut the rose named Mary for his table of friends. Mary bas
left the garden but her bea.uty and sweet fragrance is left behind for us
to remember through her kids Jea and Joi, and everyone she touched
with her beauty.
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At first glance, the federal
Department of Labor's monthly
report released August l seemed to
contain good news: the unemployment rate fell from 6.4 percent in
June to 6.2 percent in July.
But the seeming good news was
a mirage: the decline stemmed
from· the fact that nearly half a million jobless workers who had been
looking for work stopped their
. search · entirely, and so, weren't
counted as being in the labor force
at all.
In other words, the unemployment rate improved statistically
only because the number of people
looking for jobs fell faster than the
number of people holding jobs.
That destroys whatever g~od
one might have found in the unemployment rate for Blacks dropping
to 11.l percent in July, from June's
11 .8 percent; and to 8.2 percent for
Hispanics, from June's 8.4 percent.
The unemployment rate for both
months for Whites remained stable
at 5.5 percent.
There's little question that the
fresq statistics on the unemployment situation are dispiriting. More
than 9 million Americans are out of
work. Nearly 1.6 million have been
jobless so long they' ve exhausted
their 26-week unemployment benefits; and another million or so are
close to that economic precipice.
Moreover, economists and other
observers of the labor market say
the immediate prospects for getting
some significant number of these
Americans back to work are not
promising.

That's because while that measurement of economic health called
productivity-which is the amount
of goods and services produced for
each hour workers work-is
increasing, the overall economy
isn't growing fast enough to spur
businesses to hire workers
Instead, they're continuing to
lay workers off.
That's the harsh reaJity behind
the necessarily abstract, numbersfilled federal report.
One economist summed up his
feeling about the monthly labor
market indicators for the New York
Times with the words, "Except for
the rise in temporary workers, there
was nothing good in this report."
That summary aptly describes
the situation facing the AfricanAmerican jobless who are being the
most severely buffeted by the
"equality gap" that separates all
African Americans from the
American mainstream.
Since the recession hit in early
2001, and since it officiaJly ended
in late 2001, the Black unemployment rate has returned to its historic
"twice-as-great-as-Whites" ratio
(and the Hispanic-White rate has
aJso returned to its historic r,atio as
well).
The long economic boom of the
1990s destroyed the old shibboleths
that the ratio stemmed from poor
Blacks not wanting to start at the
bottom of the job ladder and work
their way up. Late in the decade,
when the fruits of the boom finally
forced the creation of millions of
jobs in the low-wage service sector,

poor Blacks mounted a "jobs rush"
that drove the Black unemployment
rate to an all-time low of7.2 percent
in 1999.
Now, evidence is accumulating
that African Americans are · suffering disproportionately from the
economy-wide falloff in jobs.
It includes a recent study of New
York City's economy over the last
decade which found that while
Black males made the smallest
gains of all groups in job-holding
during the 1990s, they've experienced the biggest percentage drop
in job-holding since 2000.
In addition, a recent report in the
Times found that nationally Black
unemployment is increasing faster
than at any time since the 1970s and
that the losses have been largely in
manufacturing, where the pay for
Blacks has been historically higher
· many other fi1eIds.
than m
The Black unemployment situation amounts to a crisi~ within the ,
overall nationaJ unemployment crisis, and it demands concerted
action. The high rate of Black
unemployment from the 1970s to
the 1990s produced many severe
problems that bedeviled not just
Black America, but America as a
whole.
Can the American society of this .
more economically challenged, and
politically anxious, world withstand
a return to sharply disproportionate
unemployment ratios for African
Americans
and
Hispanic
Americans?
The National Urban League
emphatically says no.

At our annual conference in
Pittsburgh last week, I pledged that:
the League would soon convene a•'
"Commission on Jobs and the,
Urban Ec6nomy" to develop a new
economic plan for the nation
cities, where the large majority of:
African Americans live:
'
We'll consider five specific:
areas: closing the skills gap; energizing African-American business
development and entrepreneurship;
persuading ml;ljor corporations to
invest more in more urban communities and inner city neighborhoods;
.
.
directing public and pnvate m:e.stment through tax and fiscal policies
to repair the crumbling infrastruc-,
ture of our cities; and making home;
ownership more affordable and,
available for all American·s.
And we intend to produce spe-,
cific proposals for action.
Unfortunately,
they won't:
answer the immediate need of those
currently out of work for jobs.
But we'll work as hard as we can•
to ensure that in the future no ana- ·
lyst will feel the need to describe a•
federal report on unemployment by
saying "there was nothing good in
this report."

•s:

An Independent Counsel Needed to Investigate the White House Leak
By Rep. Maxine Waters

There is no doubt that someone
leaked the name of a covert CIA operative to the press. The information
appeared in a July 15 nationally syndicated column written by Robert Novak,
who attributed the leak to two senior
administration officials. ls there a traitor in the White House?
We may never know who told Roberr
Novak that former Ambassador Joseph
C. Wilson's wife, Valerie Plame, was a
CIA operative on weapons of mass
destruction, especially since the Bush
Administration has rejected requests
from Congress and the American people to appoint a special counsel to
investigate the matter. Polls indicate
that 70 percent of Americans favor the
appointment of a special counsel.
Instead the administration has opted for
an "in-house" probe conducted by the
Justice Department headed by Attorney
General John Ashcroft and his new secand-in-command Robert McCallum, a
former Yale classmate and old friend of
the President.
However, the fact that a CIA agent's
name was leaked to the press a few
days after her husband questioned the
administration's use of intelligence to
justify the war in Iraq, can only be
looked upon as an act of vengeance. It
gives the American people a new

insight into the administration's lack of
honesty and its callous disregard for
safety of the people who serve this
country.
Joseph Wilson spent 23 years as a
foreign service officer and as an ambassador in the Clinton Administration and
the first Bush Administration. He was
the last American diplomat to meet
with Saddam Hussein.
ln February of 2002, at the request of
the Bush Administration, Wilson traveled to Niger to investigate a claim that
Saddam Hussein was trying to purchase
uranium from that African nation. After
his investigation, Wilson concluded in
a study for the CIA that there was no
evidence to support claims that Hussein
had tried to purchase uranium in Niger.
Apparently, that was not what the
Administration wanted to hear because
in his State of the Union address in
January, President Bush, citing British
intelligence, repeated the baseless
claim.
Perhaps the administration brushed
aside Wilson's report because he did not
support war in lraq. Wilson supported
containment, backed by force, rather
than an invasion. During the run-up to
war, Wilson developed doubts about
the administration's credibility in making its ca e for war. He went public
with his doubts in a commentary published by the New York Times on July

6.

Wilson wrote: "Did the Bush administration manipulate intelligence about
Saddam Hussein's weapons programs
to justify an invasion of Iraq? Based on
my experience with the admini tration
in the months leading up to the war, I
have little choice but to conclude that
some of the intelligence related to Iraq's
nuclear weapons program was twisted
to exaggerate the Iraqi threat."
About a week later, Wilson's wife
was exposed as a CIA operative jeopardizing her safety, possibly her life. If
this information was in fact leaked to
the press by senior administration officials, it is more than an outrage; it is a
felony bordering on treason. Only after
Wilson's commentary in the New York
Ttmes and only after the outing of his
wife as a Cit, agent did President Bush
finally admit he cited bogus evidence
about Saddam's quest for uranium in
Niger.
Where are the weapons of mass
destruction? Where are the drones
capable of deploying biological and
chemical weapons? Where is the link
between Saddam Hussein and 9/ll?
Where is the truth about why this
administration started a war in Iraq?
It should now be crystal clear that the
Bush Administration will say anything,
even if there was no basis in fact, to justify its agenda, whether it is a war in

Iraq or tax cuts for the rich. Exposing a
covert CIA operative as an act of
vengeance against her husband graphically illustrates that the Bush White
House will stoop to the lowest of level
of treachery to discredit those who
would dare expose the lies and deceit
that led us into an unnecessary war that
cost the lives of hundreds of our young
people.
If we cannot trust this administration
to tell us the truth about reasons for
going to war, if we cannot trust this
administration to tell us the truth about
cutting taxes for the richest Americans,
if we cannot trust this administration to
provide adequate health care for our
senior citizens or adequate education
for our children, if this administration
would undermine its own intelligence
.gathering community by outing its own
covert operative., how can we trust it to
investigate itself.
We must demand that the "senior
administration officials" who leaked
information about Valerie Plame to the
media be identified and punished to the
fullest extent of the law. We must
·demand an independent investigation
conducted by a special counsel to
achieve that goal.
If the Bush Administration has
proved anything in the past two-and-ahalf years, it has proved it cannot ~
trusted.

Ebonics

Established in January of 1972

~

Fixing Black America's.Crisis in Unemployment

National
Newspaper
Publishers
Association

West Coast Black
Publishers
Association

common in Barbados. When the
Barbajians ("Bajans" for short)
were t~en to the new colony of
South Carolina and its Sea
Islands, their pidgin language
underwent the least amount of
racial, cultural, and religious mixThe "shape" of Black English ings. This made Gullah the leader
is like the world of slavery con- of all Creole languages spoken by
nected by a tunnel to today's Black people.
.
world. Its shape started when
To encompass all of these
captured Africans were brought Black di~ect differences, Robert
together and formed a communi- Williams, an African American
cation re plica of the biblical psychologist, coined the term
Tower of Babel. Because slaves, "Ebonics" (ebony and phonics).
ranging from West Africa to He defined Ebonics as Black
Mozambique in Southeast Africa, sounds, not Black English .
were as varied in speech as in However, most others now call it
appearance when herded togeth- a "Black English" language since
er, they developed an African a language, in contrast to a dialect
slave pidgin while awaiting (altered forms of an underlying
deportation to the New World. A tongue), h as its own internally
second pidgin, the lingua franca, consistent syntax and grammar.
developed between master and Others still say it is an ethnic
slave.
A third, the African social dialect. Nevertheless, as a
American pidgin, arose variously mix (like Pidgin or Creole) of
· among the .slaves of the English and the syntax and gramCaribbean, South and Central mar of mainly West African lanAmerica, Mexico, and the USA. guages, it has arisen as an oral
As these pidgins started moving tradition of Blacks. Whereas
down the tunnel from "then" Ebonics is an offshoot of standard
towards "now," various Creole English, E nglish itself is a baslang uages \volved out of the tardized mix of Old Teutonic,
many pidgin languages. T he Latin, and French as well as conmost prominent of the Creole pat- tributions from all of the world's
tern was G ullah -- particularly

major languages. Black English
is not bad or ugly or even
ungrammatical because it is what
it is despite anyone's value-judgement. Among many Negroes it is
a relaxing expressive form of fellowship and solidarity: "lh jus
bees dah way" (translation: "/
can 't help it"). Personally, it really grates on me to hear Negroes
say: "/ axed him" instead of "/
,asked him." "Axed'' is violent
·'destruction and does not say what
was meant. In high school our
Black teachers cam e down hard
on us for running words together:
"Geete ?" for "did you eat yet?"
Yet, much of Ebonics is fluid,
flexible, and.rhythmic. It is nothing to be ashamed of as long as it
conveys what was intended and is
used in the proper setting . In
improper settings it can embarrass many Blacks j ust to hear it.
Otherwise, when students· are
aware of their lack of knowledge
in using proper English they may
be too embarrassed to speak in
classroom discussions.
The fact is that Blacks in a
White dominated society must
learn both cultures and should
learn both languages. To deny
Ebonics is to deny Blacks their
cultural heritage and thereby

damage
their
self-concept.
Denial is unfair and hard on those
Black children who enter school
speaking and understanding it as
a comfortable habit. But they
need, for their own self-worth and
self-val ue, to learn to speak
English expertly since this opens
the door to many more opportunities. Because Whites usually
have the power to shape the success of ce~ain Blacks, it is wise
to not do things that make matters
worse, like speaking "bad'' standard English, as White judge it.
In White America, standard
English is generally required for ,
educational and economic wellbeing. As ridiculous as it is, one's
intelligence is often j udged by the ,
way one uses the language.
Corporate America tells college
students that oral and written
communication skills are the
most important abilities needed to
be successful in business. Blacks
who do not -speak standard
English are not as readily accepted into mainstream White
America where the big money
and power are. Neither are they
accepted well by the Black middle class.

Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D
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STARTS THURSDAY! SHOP 10AM-9PM* FOR STOREWIDE SAVINGS AND VALUES.

~~--~------------------------------~-,
MACY'S SAVINGS PASS

!

FOR HER:
·FOR HIM:
FOR KIDS:

'

Here's your pass
to extra savings!

Sportswear, dresses, handbags and accessories
Sportswear, dress shirts, ties, underwear and accessories
Clothes for infants, girls 2-16 and boys 2-20

Use this savings pass over and over
with your Macy's Card for extra
savings on your sale- and clearancepriced purchases - Thursday, October 9
through Monday, October 13.

EXTRA 10% OFF

sale- or cle,1;1rance-priced Macy's Card purchases
FOR HER:
Suits; coots; llnger1e; ,sleepwear; shoes and boots; fine, Bridge and fashion Jewelry
FOR HIM:
Suits, sportcoots, outerwear, dress and casual pants, and shoes
FOR THE HOME: Bed, both and table linens; housewares; small electrics; chino, crystal and sllver;
frames; and luggage
Scan all merchandise.
Scan transaction discount bor code lost.
_ __ Press TOTAL. Tender with Macy's Cord.

II II IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII II II 111111111111111111
CXX)28606100529084009

. I

Ill

Savings poss excludes best volues, fine jewelry super buys, Bridge sportswear and Impulse collectioos, l• N•Clntemotionol Concepts", iooias' foslion denim, American Rog,
designer stoes lor her ond him, Levi'.♦, Dockers", Slate.♦• men's desig:ler sportsweor, designer bed ond both, Oiorisrno. Royal Velvet. Wotertord, l.lodro. Regency crystal
ond silver, Henckels, Tumi ond Hartmann, furniture, oreo rugs ond mattresses. 6ovlrgs poss discount will be deducted trom the sole or cieorooce pri:e os applicable.
I Not volid with other posses or discount offers. Posses comot be combined. Redeemoble Ollly ot point or sole. Poss conoot be used oo Macy's Gift Cords. J>1or l)U'Choses., I
\
•
mocys.com purchases, prone or special orders. gift-wrap or leased deportmenrn, flDll-merchoodise-reloted seivices. or os payment oo credtt occounts.
I

, ____________v°!~~Y~~r!th:'g!.M=-a.!:.~~13.- ___________ _,

GREAT SAVINGS ON THE BEST OF THE SEASON
SALE

SALE
19.99

99.99

CHARTER CLUB
CASHMERE
SWEATERS
FOR HER

CLUB ROOM
CORDUROY
SHIRTS
FOR HIM

Choose cableknit polo
or ribbed henley.
Orig. $134

In assorted colors.
Cotton. Reg. 29.50

• ,iJ -:i,h
f"

2

50% OFF

t

_(

a

SALE
79.99

STERLING SILVER
JEWELRY

OSTER 6-IN-1
PROFESSIONAL
BLENDER

Bracelets, necklaces,
pendants, earrings
and rings.
Reg. $20-$200,
sale $10-$100

With stainless steel jor,
food-processor
attachment and
accessories. #4125.

Reg. 89.99

New reductions! 25-50% off
Fa 11 fashions for her
Some exclusions apply.

New reductions! 25-65% off
Fashions for him
Choose from European ond American designer collections, suits, sportcoats,
sportshirts, dress and casual pants, and shoes. Some exclusions opply.

PLUS, SAVE 15% YOUR FIRST TWO DAYS WHEN YOU OPEN A MACY'S ACCOUNT

That's 15% on top of the Columbus Day Sale savings and values! Our usual new-account discount is 10%, so that's two great reasons to apply. October 9-13 only. Subject to credit approval; restrictions apply

·ttours may vary by store. Prices, promotions and selection may differ on mocys.com. Sole merchandise is from specially selected groups unless ldentlfied as "all." Sole pnces may inelude
redUctlons taken tram regular stock, plus clearance/closeout items. Intermediate markdowns may have been token. Advertised Items /nay not be available In every store. Original, Clearance,
closeout, and permanently- or Just-reduced items will remain ot a reduced price ofter this event. Some orlglnol prices may not have been In effect over the past 90 days. Only, value, everyday,
speclal-pun:hase and now prices olso will remain In effect otter the event. Clearance, Closeout and speclal-purchase merchandise Is avolloble while supplies lost. Best value items are
exduded from all soles, price reductions and coupons. Regular and or1glnal prices ore offering prices and may not have resulted In actual sales. No moll or phone orders. Some Items may
be port of a sole In progress. Extra savings taken off clearance/sale prices. Extra savings and regular/sole prices In effect October 9-13.

THREE EASY RETURN AND EXCHANGE OPTIONS
e your receipt. Use a Macy's return label.
r try our new account-look-up option.
See a Sales Associate for details.

Also shop macys.com

\. I
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Entertainment provided by Saidah
Story, Miss ln'land Empire 2003.

Boys and Girls Club for making
their lives richer.

Adult honorees Gary Van Osdel, Frances Grice and Attorney Ron Skipper.

was usually White. This 'situation led to
a nearly hopeless cycle of poverty.
Little has changed today: Blacks still
suffer from poverty in disproportionate
numbers. Mental health problems . are
more common in the poor than with the
wealthy, and it is poverty that routinely
precludes individuals from receiving
adequate medical care. This vicious
cycle has been directly attributed to the
high crime rates, drug abuse and other
challenges that plague poor minority
cqmmunities.
Lack of awareness, and poor, inconsistent treatment for physical and mental illness has become a problem of epidemic proportions within AfricanAmerican and Hispanic communities.
A 1995 Commonwealth Fund study
sited that 31% of minorities do not have
health insurance, and 29% said they
have little choice of where to get health
care . According to APA M edical
Director James H. Scully Jr., M.D,
" Minority populations are among the
most vulnerable to mental illness
because they tend to have less access to
mental health services and receive less
mental health care." And according to a

report published by the Surgeon
General, minorities suffer a greater burden from untreated health needs, which
results in a greater loss to overall health
and quality of life.
The Civil Rights M ovement brought
a hope for equality that, to this day. bas
not yet been fu lfilled. Although it is
now illegal to segregate indiyiduals on
the basis of skin color, -poverty has
taken over the role as "The G reat

ANDERSON

Rutheen Hampton of Columbus, S.C.,
and Ethel B. Lucky, several nieces and

Dr. Samuel Dey

Div ider." A recent article in American
Psychologist found that racism within
minority groups spurs a high level of
overall stress and anxiety, and that discrimination is . a leading cause of
depression.
The fina l hurdle is access.
Traditionally if mental illnesses such as
depression or anxiety are suspected, the
first step in getting help is often as easy
as making an appointment with a family doctor. Physic ians are trained to
identify the symptoms of depression,
and have referral resources for patients
who . need the expertise of psychiatrists
and psychologists for further observation and a formal diagnosis. Still, tnany
individuals in the minority community
lack insurance, and often have no ptirrlary care physician.
The time has come that the health
industry takes a good, hard look at
it~elf. But what took over 200 years
cannot be healed with a Band-Aid.
Increasing cultural sensitivity of healthcare workers, improving access to consistent medical care, and an understarl.d ing of the history and unique challenges
African Americans and other minoritid
face in this country is a step in the right
direction.

nephews, other relatives, and a host of
friends and Christian soldiers.

Continued from Front Page

SCHOOL
Continued from Front Page

activities and are better prepared for the
future. School attendance is directly
tied to academic achievement. State
laws on school financing restricts funding to actual attendance only. An
"excused absence" does not equate to
additional revenues. In mid-sized districts i ncreasing. enrollment by one day

a year for each student could mean
more than a half million dollars· in revenue. Parents are encouraged to keep
their kids in school and schedule
appo intments and vacations around
school holidays and medical appointments in the late afternoon.
Local district efforts and forecasts
were handled by Pete Watson.
Superintendent, Upland Unified, who
reported on his district. His is the only
district in the county that lost students

and that poses different challenges.
Apple Valley Unified School District
Board Member Wilson Ho spoke of
their opposite experience in the High
Desert and the challenges with growth.
Gloria Sanders, President of the
Associated Chaffey Teachers, gave the
teacher 's perspective. "We are concerned about teacher retention especially for new teachers and a teacher workforce who looks like the student population," she said.

OCTOBER IS BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS MONTH!

- .......•

CANCER D ETECTIO N
PROGRA M S
EVE RY WOMAN COUNT S

FREE BREAST EXAMS/MAMMOGRAMS
for women 40 years+. Call (800) 511-2300
to pre-qualify for a free exam. For Cervical
Health information, please call
909-697-6565 X 229
Provided by the Desert Sierra Partnership.

the Sunday School. Upon leaving that
c hurch she joined New Hope and
became involved in many activities.
She worked with the Nursery,
Inspirational Choir; BTU, Youth
Council, Vacation Bible School,
Sunday School, U .L. Andrews
Missionary Circle and the Mother 's
Board.
Education was very important. She
received a degree from Skadron
College, and an AA from S.B. Valley
College. Illness precluded her from finishing her BA degree from Cal. State
University. She was only 4 units away.
As a reporter for the Black Voice
News she was in demand. For months
after she could no longer physically
cover events she still tried to work to
get the news of the Christian communi ty out.
Recently she celebrated her 7 1st
birthday. She planned it and when asked
why she chose her 7 1st to celebrate she
said 7 1 was the best age to be and it was
one more than 70. Always witty she was
optimistic about her life and her condition.
Left to cherish her memory are son
John E. Anderson, Jr., daughter MyraJoi Lucile Anderson, and sisters

Save The Children Benefit 2003
"Help T u rn Young Lives Arou nd"

Sponsored By
California State University San Bernardino
Santos Manuel Student UntOn
Cross Cultural Center

Wright's Adolescent Development Center. Inc.
co.Sponsor9d by the Black Voice News, BOSS The Movement 3nd Noresco

Saturday, October 25, 2003
Dinner, Art Show and Program
6:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Keynote Speaker
Fredrick V. Coffee

California State University
San Bernardino

[nheoteneu. Ploles.510n01
Spaoiar. Po$IO' cn:!AulhOI

""°"'CA

EVENTS CENTER

• Renowned Feature Artist: Rufus Trout man
Miu res'\ of Ceremony: Regina Bro\, n
• S pecial G uest Spea ker : Ha rdy L. Brown, BVN Pu blisher

• Awa rds Recognition Cer emony
• Specia l Drawing for gifts

Rufus Troutman

Prou .eds to 8e.ne.f1t Youth OrgonJ:zations lnc.lud,ng Teen Challenge and The Boys and Girls Club of Ame.rica

T kktl.1 S35.00 per pe:rson. $45 11 t ht dour.
A\ al11ble ror purcll1.se from selcc:1 lnl■ ad Emplr~ organizations.
Artists sutitect kl change Valid CSUSB parking a- $1.50 daity pass requ.,ed

BLACK VOICE NEWS

S alute our Y outh 'lBene{tt
Special Advertising Opportunit ies!
WAOC 1rtc.. 11 t $01-Cl ACft1JfOil.Of9'!"1Ulmn

The onlyway to change the past is to
'

Ch3:11ge The Future
BEEN FAKED OUT BY

FREE CHECKING?

WE CAN HEP

T RULY

F REE

C H E C K

N G

Riverside Cou11ty·
Sheriffs Department

You may be getting duped and not know it. A lot of banks claim
to

NO FH TO TALK TOATEUER
OR TELEPHONE BANKER

offer free checking, then nail you with monthly fees. But not

Washington Mutual's truly Free C hecking account. It has no
charge to talk to a teller or telephone banker, no monthly fee no

NO MONTNLY FU
10 MITTER WllT YOIR BlUICE

matter what your balance, no direct deposit requirement and no

NO DIRECT DEPOSIT IEQUIREMENT

per-check charges. That's no hidden fees, period. Reject fakery.

NO PH-CHECK Clll&ES

Go to any Washington Mut ual Financial Center or call

VISA• CHECK CllD
WITH NO ANNUAL FEE

l3ob Ooylc, Sheriff. Coroner

READYFOR C HANGE

1-800-788-7000 and switch to truly Free C hecking today.

IJ Washington Mutual

Call the RSO job line: 1888.JOIN RSD or
Visit our website at: www.RiversicleSheriff.com

MORE HUMAN INTEREST:"
wamu,com
FDIC Insured

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

LIFESTYLES
• Health
The Black Voice News

• Fitn~

• Education
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Flu Clinics Start in November

,,.
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' The B{a<'k \0ice Mewr
SAN BERNARDINO

Fall is just around the corner and
you know what that means ... flu season. Don' t let the flu slow 1ou down

this year. Seniors and others at high
risk should get their flu shots as soon
as clinics begin.
Clinics begin
November 3.
San Bernardino
County Department of Public Health
will offer low cost, influenza shot

clinics throughout the county. ·
Annual flu shots are recommended
for all seniors (60 year sand older),
and anyone of any age with a chronic
illness such as heart disease, diabetes

and asthma. These people are especially at risk for influenza -- related
pneumonia and bronchitis, which
causes more than 36,000 deaths in the
US each year. Others at high risk for

flu include anyone with a weakened
immune system as well as women
who will be more than three months
pregnant during flu season. Flu shots
·are $5.00 but no one will be denied

service. For clinic locations, sites
and times call the Immunization
Program at (800) 722-4794, Monday
through Friday from 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m.

Breast Cancer in Black and White

SBC Grants BVF

suggest that genetic factors may explain of sharing information about breast
ethnic differences in the biology of health and early detection of breast canErnest breast cancers. Her findings published in cer.
The National Cancer Institute says evithe New England of Medicine describe
F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M. recurrent mutations of the first known dence supports that with early detection
breast cancer gene in extended African- and equal health care, that race would
American families with the disease.
not be a major factor. Researchers at the
Breast cancer is the second leading Institute believe it's not a failure of diagOCTOBER JS BREAST CANCER cause of cancer death among Black nosis because once diagnosed, one in
AWARENESS MONTH. Contact the women in the U.S., exceeded only by five Black women is likely to get inferiAmerican Cancer Society for free mam- · lung cancer. National Breast Cancer or or less than optimal care compared
mogram screening during October. Awareness Month campaign's "Pass The with one in 10 White women. Studies
More than 40,000 women will die this Word" program stresses the importance stress that access to doctors, and lower
year from breast cancer. That's a shocking number, but perhaps more alarming
is that African-American women are
more likely to develop breast cancer at
younger ages and are more likely to die
of the disease than white women. Why?
Olufunmilayo Olopade, MD hopes to
answer these questions by comparing the
genetic profiles of women with breast
cancer in the United States, Africa, and
the Caribbean.
Dr. Olopade, a
• Distinguished Service Professor of
Medicine at the University of Chicago,
directs a clinical and laboratory research
program in cancer genetics. Her
FOOTSTEPS TO FREEDOM AND SBC: Margaret Pascoe, Executive Director,
research, already underway in Chicago
External Affairs for SBC, presents Dr. Paulette Brown-Hinds with a ch,ck for
and in her native Nigeria, will analyze
Home Mortgage
S3000 for Black Voice Footsteps to Freedom Study Tours. The annual trip,
the genetic material of 100,000 wcmen
founded by Black Voice Publisher Cheryl Brown, teaches educators about the
who developed breast cancer before age
Underground Railroad by retracing the steps of America's early freedom-seekVisa Card
45 . Olopade's laboratory was the first to

LEVISTER, JR.

quality of care are big reasons for the disparity and they are both related to
money.
Many factors affect a woman's likelihood of getting breast cancer, an10ng
them age, hormonal factors, ·hereditary,
diet, lifestyle and environment.
Mammography and self-examination are
a woman's best defense against late
detection. Breast screening should continue yearly after age 40 throughout a
women's life.

CONSOLIDATE YOUR MONTHLY
BILLS NOW AND $AVE!!!
Example of Debt Consolidation
Existing Monthly Payments $1776.00

ers.

CTA Back-to-School Advertising Campaign Stresses
Family and School Involvement to Help Kids Succeed
Tbe Black Vnice New,;
BURLINGAME

Fami lies that respect learning and
care about how c hildre n do in
school give students an advantage
in the classroom and in life,
California Teachers Association
Rresident Barbara E. Ken; :i;ys jn a
massive, back-to-sc hool advertising
campaign starting recently.
"Families that e ncourage kids to
do the ir homework and study for
tests end up with kids who do well
in school and well in life," Ke rr
says in one radio ad. "Just teaching
your c hild that you be lieve school is
important gives them a head start on
the road to s uccess."
The statewide ads are part of
CTA's ongoing fami ly involveme nt
campaign and will air o n 39 radio

station - half of the stations targeting Spanish, African American and
Asian audiences. The campaign
also includes print ads in 22 ethnic
ne wspapers. The 60-second radio
spots also feature David A .
Sa nchez, vice president of the
335,000-me mber CTA, and are part
of the union 's efforts to make fami lies partners in public education.
"During the school year if you
have a question about what's going
on, call the school and ask your
child's teacher to call you back,"
Sanchez says in Spanish ih a spot
airing on 12 Spanish- language stations. " A s this school year begins,
let 's open the lines of communication to he lp kids succeed."
The CTA ads will air for three
week s on 19 radio stations, but
those tar geting e thnic audiences

will air a total of si-<' weeks on 20
additional stations. To listen to or
read the spots, go to the CTA website at www.cta.org and click on the
" Family Involvement Tips" icon.
This website offers several learning tips for parents, including asking kids what they study every day,
establishing a homework routine in
a quiet study area, having parents
meet teachers , and connecting
school to everyday life situations.
"A child's first teachers are pa!'e nts and fami ly m embers," Kerr
says in one ad. "If you show that
you care about how well they do in
school, your children will try harder.''

Mastercard
Sears
Auto Loan
Auto Loan
Penney's
Macy's
., J

$150,000

8%

1,853
2,716
892
12,615
6,742
1,156
876
$176,850

19 %
20%
16 %
14%
13 %
16%
16 %
16 %

$1,100.00
65.00

78.00
33.00
239.00
183.00
47.00
31.00
$1,776.00

Proposed Consolidation Payment $1,006.00
Monthly $avings $770.00
FOR A FREE DEBT CONSOUDAnON ANALYSIS, TO DETERMINE HOW MUCH
YOU'RE ABLE TO SAVE ON YOUR MONTHLY OBUGA nONS, CALL ...

The CTA is affiliated wi4h the. 2.7
million-member
National
Education Association.

The Road to Your Home Loan
Majestic Mortgage
7184 Archibald Avenue• Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91701 • Office: 909-466-4889 •Toll Free: 800-29i-0340

COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

In accordance with the provisions of Sections 2608 through 2610, Reve nue and Taxation Code, State of California, notice is hereby given to the taxpayers of the County of Riverside, State of California, that all real and personal property taxes for the 20032004 fiscal year will be payable on a nd s ubseque nt to October 3, 2003.
The Treasurer-Tax Collector will be mailing out tax bills on 728,858 parcels totaling $1,506,957,424.18. Tax bills should be in the
hands of the taxpayer after October 3, 2003 and not later than October 31, 2003, with the exception of those taxpayers whose
current address is not on record with the County Assessor's office. If you own prope rty in Riverside County and do not receive
a tax bill, please contact the Tax Collector's office immediately e ithe r by te le phone, letter, Inte rnet web site, or in person.
Secured taxes are payable in two installments. The first installme nt of the 2003-2004 secured tax bill is due November 1, 2003
and is delinquent at 5:00 p.m. on December 10, 2003 and thereafte r a 10% penalty will be added. The second installment is
due February 1, 2004 and is delinquent at 5:00 p.m. on April 10, 2004 and thereafter a 10% penalty plus $20.00 cost will be
added. Both installments may be paid whe n the first ins tallment is due. The second installment cannot be paid separately until
the first installment is paid.
Payme nts by cash may only be made in the office of the Treasurer-Tax Collector locat!!d at:
County Administrative Cente r
4080 Le mon Street, 4th Floor
Riverside, CA 92501
Payments by check may be made in the office of the Treasure r-Tax Collector at the following locations: .
County Administrative Center
Palm Springs Sate llite Office
Temecula Sate llite Office
4080 Lemon Street, 1st Floor
997 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way, Suite A
40935 County Center Drive, Suite C
Rive rs ide, CA 92501
Palm Springs, CA 92262
Temecula, CA 92591
Or maile d to:
Treasure r-Tax Collector
P. 0 . Box 12005
Rivers ide, CA 92502-2205
You may a lso send inquiries to our e -ma il address, ttc@co.rive rs ide.ca.us. Norma l office hours a re 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, except certain dates when state law sets 5:00 p.m. deadlines. The Treasure r-Tax Collector's office is
closed on wee ~ends and le gal holidays.
Taxpayers may make inquiries for both curre nt and prior year secured prope rty tax information, re quest a duplicate · curre nt
secured tax bill a nd pay the current secured tax bill by te lephone with Visa, Maste rCard, a nd Discover credit cards. A conve nie nce fee is added to each a uthorized transaction. Call our Property Tax Information and Credit Card Payment System at (909)
955-3900, or toll free at (877) 748-2689, in the 909 and 760 a rea codes . Local callers s hould use (909) 955-3900. If you know
• your 10-digit assessment number, you may call directly to the credit card payment option line at (909) 955-7650. This syste m
is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
.
You may also obtain information and make c urrent and prior year tax payments by e lectronic check at our web site, www.countytreasurer.org, after November 1, 2003.
'
Unde r California law, it is the responsibility of each property owne r to obtain current year tax bills and to make the tax payment
on or before Decembe r 1O a nd April 10. Unde r State law, penalties cannot be excused due to failure to receive a bill.
Paul McDonnell
Treasurer and Tax Collector

10/02/03 & 10/09/03

Cool people hang out at the Cool Center!
You can receive information about reducing your utility bill_s
through Southern California Edison.
There will be workshops on Energy efficiency and much more!
Two locations with lots of activities! -

Norton' Younglove Community Center
459 Center Street
Highgrove, CA 92507
Tuesday-Friday
12:00-9PM

Eddie D. Smith Senior Center
5888 Mission Blvd
Rubidoux, CA 92509
Monday-Friday
7:30AM-3:00PM

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community
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Men's Gospel Music Featured In Concert At National Conference Oct. 22·2~
. ,,

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Gospel singers from all over the
country and Southern California will
attend the Heritage Music Foundation
18th annual National Gospel Music
Conference in Los Angeles, October
22-25. The 2003 theme is "Men
Singing."
'Certain generations can remember
the robust sound of men leading the
singing devotions in our churches,'
says Dr. Margaret Pleasant Douroux,
HMFs Founder and one of the nation's
foremost gospel music educators and
sqngwriters.
"We wiil revisit the greal music of
the Gospel music legacy in which
choirs sang harmonies that included the
bass section and the repertoire included
the Negro spiritual, the hymn, the
anthem, and the newly composed
gospel song. Using the African
American Heritage Hymnal as the
teaching tool and original music by
today's composers, the men and women
of HMF are planning to have an oldfashioned Gospel jamboree."
There are three Heritage Gospel
Music National Conference concerts
open to the public at no charge, 7:00
p.m. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
October 22, 23 and 24, at Greater New
Bethel Church, 601 Easl 99th Street,
Inglewood.

5th Appreciation
Service at New
Century
The Black Voice Newy
RIVERSIDE

New Century Baptist Church
announces the celebration of
their pastor & wife's 5th appreciation service Sunday, October
19, 2003 at 3:30 p.m.; Friday,
October 24, 2003 at 7:00 p.m.;
and Sunday, October 26, 2003 at
3:30 p.m.
New Century is located at
54i3 34th Street (on the corner
of 34th and Wallace). For more
information contact (909) 6865171.

Dr. Margaret Pleasant Douroux

Rev. Eli WIison

On Wednesday evening, October 22,
the opening concert features Dr.
Douroux with the HMF National Mass
Choir, special guest Eli Wilson Jr.

(nationally acclaimed minister of music
and recording artist) and the HMF
Men's thorns. There will also be a tribute to L.A.'s Alfred Hardy who has

The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

Gospel Vision presents the
original "Gospel Meets Clean
Comedy Live" show corning to
the Fontana Civic Auditorium
on Saturday, October 11th.
There will be a V.I.P. reception,
"About My Father's Business,"
with hors d'oeuvres
and live
gospel jazz from 6-8pm.
Showtime starts at 8pm.

Visit a church
of your
choice. Let
them know
you saw it in
The Black

Voice News

Proceeds from the show go to
Feed the Children, area food and
clothing banks, and the community building efforts of Gospel
Vision. Gospel Vision is currently looking for volunteer staff to
. assist in promotions, outreach,
and development of quality programs to strengthen our communities. Gospel Vision events are
life changing events, that unite
families and our communities
through laughter and the joy of

P.O. Box 1812
Colton, CA 92324
Please call (909) 889-6628
Monday-Wednesday,
Fri and Saturday 3 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Invites You to Worship God With Us at Sugar Hill
School 24455 Old Country Rd., Moreno Valley on
Sundays 10:30a.m. thru 12:30p.m.
Pastor John W. Thomas &
First Lady Evang. Erzel Thomas

Pastor & Mrs.
Michael Edwards

909680 - 204-4-

University Christian Ch~rch

4135 Chicago Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507

(909) 848-0008

10:30 am
11 :45 am
5:30 am
5:30 pm

Pastor Eldred M.
Smith, Sr.

Pastor Wllllam &
Jamellza Carter

Weekly Seryices
Church School .
Worship

Uniting God's People

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509

Light of t e World
Church of God In
Christ

(909) 276~8374

(909) 686-1757

Mt. Rubidoux SDAChurch

Weekly Services
9:15 am
9:15 am
11 :00 am Marc "K. Woodson
4:30 pm
Senior Pastor

9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

Schedule uf Worsh;1, Sat'ice
Sunday School
9:30AM
Sunday M orni ng Worship 11 :OOAM
. Sunday Nighl Service
7:00PM
Tuesd"Y Night Pa>toral Teaching •
Bible Study
8:00PM

ms

Thursday Women's Evag. Service
Prayer
• r.30PM
Service
.,.,§':OOPM

LARRAINIA
GOODLOE

(909) 683-2840
Order of Services

:I

THE HARVEST MINisTRIBS

'OUR MISSION STATEMENT:
Bro. James Moore

"To e11jo_,, God together mu/ share Him ll'itlt
Other.<"

A Ministry of Excellence

Services
S~nday
Tuesday

8:00am

Hour of Power

10:30am

Worship/Celebration

7:00pm

Bible Study
Bible Study

Tllursday 11 :ooam

Sunday 9 :00 - 9:50 a.m.
Sunday 10:00 a .m.
Sunday 10 a .m.
Tuesday ,7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00 p.m.

Senior Pastor & First Lady

Life Church Of God In Christ

1808 Commercenter West, Suite D. San Bernardino, CA 92408

3349 Rubidoux Boulevard - Riverside, CA 92509
Toll Free No. (877) 684-Life - Fax No. (909) 684-8 11 7
www.LIFECHURCHRIVERSIOE.org

909.890.1420
'

West Coast Faith Center International

,;,,,.

-· :-,-" '

11285 S. State Street (Diamond
Valley Shopping Center), Hemet
For information call (909) 658-4680
www.westcoasttaithcenter.org

1

For more info call 909-420-4184 ; :
I

:

-:

.

~

-:::<

f

Church Motto: TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD.
EXPECT GREAT TH INGS FROM GOD!

Pastor Ron,and LaVette
Gibson

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT - Piao Now to Attend!

Wednesday Night Service at 7:00 p.m.
Miracle Fri'd ay Service .
Every Friday Night at 7:00 p.m.
Sunday S~rvices at 7:30 a.m. & 10:00
a.m.
The Wessons are ordained by Dr. Creflo
Dollar. If you love World Changing you
will love West Coast Faith Center.

at the Faith Building
24281 Postal Ave., Ste. 110
Moreno Valley • Ground Floor
Children & Youths are Welcome

The ,Ultimate in Gospel Music

"Cefebrati11g 16 Year.,· of Mini.ttry"

Where Ordinary People Lay Hold of Extraordinary Success

Pastors Leland and
Rhonda Wesson

Glenda lee
Jackson

~

Rev. Jelani Kafela

Phillip & Denise Powell

'

Pastor Andre &
.

;

-Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am
Sunday Worship Service 9:30 am :
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7:00 pm
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7: 15 pm
Wednesday Bible S~udy 7:30 pm :

Service Schedule

Sunday

Rev. Larry E. Campl;lell
Pastor
:

Straight From The Bible Ministr~s

510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981
E-Mail: Jmanitc@gte.net

Masterlife Institute
Worship Service
lmani Village
Childrens Church
M'an4mation/Women
· Seeking Christ Study
Bible Study

909-318-60~2
909-653-0~3

- - - - ~ C - . ,f

, Imani Temple Christian Fellowship

We Do Ministry

t

Ph:
Fax:

Whose\'er h'ill. ll•r him come!
''All lire Welcome"
9:00a.m.
Sunday School
I 0:30.t.m.
Sunday Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Live Bible Study

Call 909-943-2236

We Don't Do Church

:

African Methodist Episcopal Church
28073 Diaz Road. Suites J/K, Temecula, CA 92590
(909) 406-2425 • Fax (909) 506-2426
Website : g_raceoftemeculavallyamechurch.Qrg

KPRO Inspirational Radio

5595 Molino Way
Riverside, CA 92509

I

GRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECUIA V~Y

with
Evangelist Bro. James Moore,
Heard on

- - Community Services - · Revivals • Guest Speaker
Wedding • Christian Counseling
Funerals • Veterans Service

t

I'
l
I

19~ 10 Van Buren Bl F-3
#199
Riverside, CA 92508
Sadikiproduction@aol.com

Pastor A.V.
Johnson

Pastor Elder Lawrence
C. and Olivia Ash

I

Evangelist • Motivational Speaken.
Singer • Songwriter • Composer ;

9:30 a.m.
Sun. School
11 :00 a.m. Sunday Service
6:4j p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 - 8:00 p.m. Friday Prayer
8 - 9:00 p.m. Fri. Sabbath Worship

1590 AM Daily 5:00 PM

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 :00 a .m.
6:00 p.m.
YPWW
Evening Worsh
7:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Noonday Prayer 12:00 p.m.

(909) 381-2662

Salvation Christian Ministries, Inc.

(909) 682-9960

Weekly Services

I

1024 N. "G" Street• San Be

317 W. La Cadena Drive
Riverside, CA 92501

3600 University Ave.
(Services at Bordwell
Park/Stratton Center)
Riverside, CA 92507

-,

r

'REFORMATION CHURCH

Weekly Services

& Ministries Int'l.

Saturday Service Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

write to:

(909) 359-0203
Sunday School (all ages)
9:00 a.m.
Christian Life Developmenl (Adulls only)
Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Children's Church
(Available)
Tues. Bible Studies11:30 a.m.
Thurs. Bible Studies
7:00 p.m.

I

John Henry Ministry

lloUSE OF PRAYER

6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside,
CA

1:

Do you need someone to talk to? Are you in need to be cared for
like a family member? Is loneliness getting the best of you, and no
one cares? God does if you are having any of these problems

music.
Tickets are available at
Berean-Riverside
909-6881237, Berean - Colton 909-824- ·
7200,
Long's
Chr_istian
Bookstore -Alta Loma 909-9870406, and N Style Clothing Pomona 909-623-2999. For
group rates, ticket availability in
other areas, or more information
on becoming a volunteer, please
call Gospel Vision at 909-5384555. See you at t~e show!

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church

./

Greater New Bethel, Monday ni.ghts
October 6, 13, and 20 at 7:30 p!m.;
HMF Mass Choir and HMF Yriuth
Choir rehearsals under the directi~ of
V. Michael McKay are 3 :00-5:00 1fm.
Wednesday, Thursday and Frulay,
October 22-23-24.
~!
Singers from throughout Soutllern
California are invited to particigiite. .
Choir registration is $75. Full reg1\ration is $95.00, Seniors $75, ahd 'rj}uth
$25.00. One day only, registratiop is
$25.
For details call (310) 674-1903: or
-(310) 673-7730; or register onlin~ at
www.hrnfgospel.com.
1

Do you feel down and out, sick and in pain? ·

Gospel Vision •The Best Healing for the Soul is Laughter.

Higher Ground Church

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Wed. Bible Study
Fri. family Fun Night

Fashion Show with the Founder's
Message at 9:00 ,:1.m. at the Furama
Hotel, 8601 Lincoln Blvd. near .L.A.
International Airport. Tickets for the
breakfast are $25.
Daytime classes are at the furama
Hotel, 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. on
Thursday and Friday. They include Dr.
Douroux's popular seminar on the art of
gospel music al which she introduces
new music and artists; and classes on
meter music and spirituals. All afternoon events arc at Greater New Bethel
Wednesday through Friday including
choir rehearsals and HMF Satellite
Chapters Business Meetings.
HMF Men's Chorus rehearsals are at

been ill. He will be honored as Gospel
Great of the Year for his contributio~s
to the preservation of the gospel style.
The L.A. Gospel Messengers, a group
founded by the late Rev. James
Cleveland and of which Hardy was a
member, will also perfoon.
Thursday Night, October 24 features
the Heritage Youth Choir, youth gospel
dancers, other young talented and upand-coming performers, plus special
guest Rev. Emory Andrews.
The Grand Finale Concert Friday
October 25 features the HMF National
Mass Choir and the special HMF Men's
Chorus, both singing meter music, Old
100s, and Spirituals; selections by
Houston's noted recording artist and
author V. Michael McKay; and the U .C.
Riverside and Biola University combined gospel choirs under the direction
of Marvina Levy.
Saturday morning October 25, the
week's work, fun and edification will
wrap up with The Annual Breakfast and

16 th Annual Women's Day Service
Sunday, October 19, 2003 ~ All Worship Services
"Covenant Sisters Living In Fulfillment of God's Purpose"

s.uNDA¥

WEDNESDAY

7:00pm
WORSHIP SERVICES: 8:tm. 9:45am. t t :Joam. 6pm
BIBLE STUDY:
CHILDREN'S CHURCH: 9:4~ A.M.
(Classes for a ll Ages)
COOL CHURCH:
12 NOON (akn Youth Church) EBIDAY
FELLOWSHIP SERVICES: 7:30pm.
SUPPORT GROUP:
4pm
(Every I:-.land 3rd)
LIFE Cl IRISTIAN ACADEMY (Prc),chool throui;h 3rd Grade) ~ Cull (9{l9) 684- 3639 to register ond for more info.
O ur " LI V I NG IN FULLNESS EVERYDAY .. television broadcast airs weekly on DirecTV-The Word Network PST
every Sunday -2:30pm, and Tuesday-2pm and on The C hurch Channel on Sa1urday at 6:30pm .
A ChriM-Ccn1cred rnini11try i n a contemporary ~ tting with a cutting edge .mes),agc for all!

Come to £if, - I T WILL C HA NGE YOURS!

Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM
Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight ·
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval @AOL.com
Leroilacey@ AOL.com

(909) 688-1570
'J

:~

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

..,. New Joy Baptist Church

The Book of Acts

Second Baptist Church

7480 St~rling Avenue
P.O. Box 22089
San Bernardino, CA 92410
thebookofacts@earthlink.net

2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504

(909) 779-0088

·
.·

,·

Oft'ie£: (90'J) 684-7532 • FAX: (90'J) 684-1564
www.secondbaptistriverside.org
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net

Weekly Services

Weekly Services
day School
ming Worship
·ng Workshop
ay Prayer Meeting &
Study

Thursday, October 9, 2003
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Prayer T uesday
10:00 am
5:30 pm
Thursday
Friday
10:00am
Bible Study Wed.
5:30 pm
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:45 am
Sunday Worship
11:00 am
T. V. Broadcast Sunday, Ch. 49 nt S:(X) pm

9:15 a.m.
10:15 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
H..... /'1111/ \

7:00 p.m.

\11111/ortf, \I. /)11·.

SERVICE TIMES
Sunday School
9:00 am
Morning Worship Service
10:30 am
Bible Study
Wed. Night
Bible Study Pastor's Teaching

Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C.
Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson
Administrator Hazel Anderson
1518 Williams Street • Banning, CA 92220
Weekly Services
Sunday School (1st Lady Teaches)
· :30am
11 :00 am
Praise & Worship
6:30 pm
Evening Services
Wednesday Night Bible Study
. 7:00 pm
7:30 pm
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday night
Every Ist Sunday Communion after 11 :00 am service
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer @ 9 am - 10 am
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsal

Alpha &Associates Christian Center

"Second in Name, First in Love"

Services held at
2313 South Main Street
Corona, CA 92882

Sunday Worship

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

8:00am

LITTLE ZION MlssIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Block South of O ntario Ave.)

2276 N. Medical Center Dr. , San B ernardino, CA 92411
.-.---....

(909) 864- 1l 81'~r 730=9325
www.coronacomame.org

. Wednesday Bible Study
St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life."

7:00 pm
7:45 pm

Prayer Services
Bible Study

( I /2

7:00 pm

7:30 am
9:00 am
10: 15 am
10:15 am

Wednesday Services

St. Timothy Community Church
3 100 N. State Street/ PO Box 7067
San Bernardino, CA 92510

Sunday Services
Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

Loa,1io11

(909) 887-2813

The Rev. Noella Austin
Buchanan

7:00 pm

Pastor

TBA

Moreno Valley Mission CME Church
10800 Hole Ave. Ste. 3&4
Riverside, CA 92505

SUN.

(909) 812-3509

Holy of Holies Prayer Ho ur 9:00 a.m.

Women's Ministry

Sunday Education
Morning Worship

Men's Ministry

Weekly Services

WED.

Youth Ministry

6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

TUES.
Rev. John Seniguar

T e Living Word Baptist Church

CROSSWORD

(909) 788-9218

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™

"Hope For the Future - Help
For Today"

remember the Cross ... focus on the WortfTM
L. Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor/feacher

Weekly Services

SUNDAY

Pastora Craneton C Anderson
& E1rne1tlne Poole-Anderson

Sunday Worship
Sermon Talk-Back
Sunday School
Wed. "Bible Alive"

8:30 am
10:15 am
10:15 am
7:00 pm

Pastor F.D. Bullock

Allen Chapel African
Methodist Episcoapl
Church

Good News
Community Church
u/1 Gospel Baptist Fellowship

14950 Riverside Dr.
March Air Reserve Base
Riverside, CA 925 18
909/697-8803 • www.crosswordchurch.org
Sunday Services: Lessons for Life: 9:00 a.m. Worship 10: 15 a.m.
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; Bible Study at 7:30 p.m.
1

CROSSWORD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CHURCH™ is a biblically-based

church that is personal, practical and purposeful.

4009 Locust (at 10th St.)
Riverside, CA 92501
. (909) 686-0702
www.allen-chapel-ame-riv.org

178 Iowa Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507

(909) 780-4829

Weekly Services
omlng Worship

CATHEDRAL OF PRAISE

Weekly Services
11:00 am

Sunday School

11 :30 am

ible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

,-The House of God Which is the
Church of the Living God, The Pillar
and Ground of the Truth Without
Controversy - Lake Elsinore
l

Pastor Elder Arthur & Ruby Lewis, Ph.D.'s
405 Ellis S reet
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530

.I

(909) 283-1294

I
I
I

Weekly Services

''

» •

I ..,
1 <, Sunday School

1-

Wed. Bible Study
7:30 pm
Fri. Night Tarry Svc. 7:30 pm

9:30 am

, Morning Worship

11 :30 pm

r .::<,~_:;~.:~,=-.::~.::~.::,=-.::.::~~,=-~.::.::~.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::.::~~
St. Paul African Methodist
I
Episcopal Church
: \
1

I

1

I:1,- -

1355 W. 2 1st Street
Sa n Bernardino, CA 92411
(909) ss1-1118

Sunday
Worship Services

I,

,.
I
I

unday School

1 ,
1 •

I

8:00 am
11:00 am
9:30 am

Wednesday

7:00 pm

Bible Study

Rev. Anthony Hughes

L

:; ..;t=;;===:;;;:;;===;;;;=:;:=;;==:;;;=;;:;=::;:;:=:;=:
,
New Vision Christian Methodist
I
:
Episcopal Church
j
, r,,
:

'1

t

I

r

8368 Beech Avenue
Fontana, California 92336
J. Dwight Jackson, Pastor
William Carter, Ret. A.F. Chaplain, Associate Pastor

:

Church Office (909) 823-0424

Church Renewal & Development Office (909) 682-9960

Fellowship Celebrations

i

I
I

L..

9:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

Sunday Christian Education
Worship
ednesday Bible Study

r-";:::::;;:::::::;:::::,;:::,;;::::::;::::::::,;;:::::::,;::::;;:::,;::::;::::::
~

Community Missionary Baptist Church

1

939 Clay Street
Redlands, CA 92373

(909) 793-2380

Worship Services
: Sunday

7:30 a.m.
~ 1:00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
, 7:30 p.m.
1

I
•

Morning Services
Morning Worship
Evening Services

"Receive Ye The
Jesus Joy"

Rev. H. Hubbard,

Pastor

Bible Classes

Bus Transportation is available

t Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church
275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 · Fax

Reverends John and
Shermella Egson

Wednesday Bible Study
Wednesday Prnyer &
B ible Study

~
:
~

:
,
-

SATURDAY
Fellowshi p, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 11:00 am
Youth Service 5:00 pm
WEDNESDAY
Dr. Clyde and
Feeding Program
5 :00 pm
Bible Study & Prayer
7:00 pm Barbara Casslmy

'f

One Church~ Two Locations

9:30 am
I 0:00 am

"A Church in the C ommunity for the C ommunity"

7:~ pm

Trinity Baptist Church
22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA
(909) 656-4015
"A church where everybody is solll9body"

W ednesday @ 7:00 p .m .

Sunday @ 9:00 p.m.

Weekly Services
Sun. School
Sun. New Members' C lass
Worship Service Sun.
Worshi p Service Sun.
Prayer & Bible Study
Wednesday
Bible Study
T hursday

Family Ministry Night

Sunday Praise Service

9:45 am
9:45 am

8:00 am

The Tabernacle

The Tabernacle

1521 S . Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-8676

1521 S. Riverside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376

11: 15 am

Radio Ministry-

7:00 pm

Harvest cl Praise
KPR01 570M1
Stmay @ 7:00 PM
Wemesday @ 6:00 PM

12 noon

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana. CA 92335 • 909/350-9401
" A church where everybody is somebody"
SUNDAY SERVICES

The Tent
2 591 Rubidoux Blvd
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 3 69-8742

Cra ig W. Johnson, Th.D.
Senior Pastor & Visionary

Tree of Life Tabernacle Church of
God in Christ

New Beginnings
Community Baptist
Church

Bethel AME Church

2 14 N. Palm Ave., Room 101
Ria lto, CA 92376
.

5970 Limonite Avenue
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 682-4407

Morning Service
8:00 a.m.
S unday School
9:45 a.m.
Sunday Service
10:45 a.m.
Wo me n In Prayer
After Sunday Service
PRAYER MEETING
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
BIBLE STUDY
Wednesday
7:30 p. m.

Rev. Morris
Buchanan

(909) 874-5469

TreeofLifeCOGIC@aol.com

Weekly Services
Sunday Sehool
10:00 am
Morning Worship 11:00 am
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
& Bible Study
7:00 pm

Walk With Jesus Cathedral

Service Time

£ ?'
James B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Pastor
Albert RIiey, Assistant Pastor

Sunday Worship

"The Healing Place"

SHEPHERD'S

5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE
(909) 352-4538 - FAX

820 Healing Waters Dr.
Colton, CA 92324 ·
(909) 825-2258
ORDER OF SERVICES
8:30 a.m .
Sunday School
Sunday Morning Wor~hi p 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Eve. Worship
6:00 p.m.
Thursday Bibel Revi val
7:00 p.m.
Daily " Morning G lory"
Prayer, Mon.- Fri.
10:00- 12 noon

Pastor Iris Hailu

KPRO RADIO 1570 AM - WED. 2:00

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
~unday Worship 8:00 & 11 :00 a.m.
Bible Study & Prayer Wed. 7 p.m.
Thursday
12 noon

Gospel Time

Sunday 12:30 - 1 :30 pm

1570 AM
for
Advertisement call Dorothy Shepherd

(909) 597-7134

Rev. & Mrs. Julio

A. Andujo

P.M. • SAT. 5:45 P.M.

Quinn A.M.E.
Church

Showers of Blessings

Rainbow Community Praise Center lnt'l
15854 Carter Street • Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 355-RCPC - RainbowCPC @aol.com

Sunday
9:40 am Sunday School
Sunday
11 :00 am Worship
Wednesday 7:00 pm Prayer/Bible
Study

25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
(909) 485-6993

Where the Power of God is being
manifested in the lives of the believers."

WEEKLY SERVICES
S unday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Mo rn ing Worship
11:00 a. m.
Mid Day Bible Study, T ues.
12:30 pm
Mid Week Bible S tudy, Wed. 7:00 p. m.

Pastor Derrick E. Callicutt
Founder
11 :0 a.m.
Mrs. LaNetta Callicutt
First Lady

Amos Temple CME

" An Arena for the Miraculous"

Pastor Najuma
Smith

New ~entury Baptist
Church

Elder K.L Campbell
PaatorfTeacher

Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC

5413 34th Street
Riverside, CA 92509

(909) 686-5171

Weekly Service
I

L. Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastor
& his wife, Karen J. Sykes

Teaching. p reaching. ministering for life change

Sunday Service,

I

"Let the Healing Begin "

14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F
Moreno Valley, CA92553

ible Study
9:45 am
orship Service
11 :00 am
WED. & THURS.
rayer Line
7:00 pm

I

Victor L. Mayo, Sr.
Senior Pastor

School of Ministry 6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

9191 Colorado Ave., Riverside, CA

Weekly Services

12:00 noon

MON.

Meeting Unity Christian Center
12 pm Service
2 pm Sunday School

Services inside Holiday Inn Select

(909) 243-5147
(909) 247-4877-Fax

6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

FIRST SAT.

10:00 a.m.
11 : 15 a.m.

Weekly Services

Mailing Address

P.O. Box 111 9, Fontana, CA 92334

Services

Pastor K.L. Campbell
and PastorShaun

10758 G . Avenue, Suite C
Hesperia, CA 92345
(760) 948-6568

5339 Mission Blvd.

Bible School
Sat. 9:30 am
Children's Sabbath SchoolSat 9:30 am
Praise & Worship ServiceSat 11:00 am
Access the Spirit Radio Broadcast
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere
Sat. KPRO 1570AM @ 2:00 pm - Sun
Thomas
Senior Apostle
8:30 am
Deliverance session and counseling by appointment

Riverside, CA 92509

(909) 782-9904

Elder DeWayne Butler

Highland Unity Church Ministries 2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C

Riverside, CA 92509

(909) 222-2115

Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr.

Kansas Ave. SDA Church

4491 Kansas Avenue

Riverside, CA 92507

(909) 682-98 IO

Jesse Wilson, Pastor

Mt. Moriah Baptist
Park Avenue Baptist Church

18991 Mariposa St.

Riverside, CA 92508

' Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.

1910 Martin L uther King Blvd. Riverside, CA 92507

(909) 780-~240
(909) 684-8782
(909) 687-7454

Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor

New Visions Christian
Sunday School
9:30 am
Morning Worship 11 :00 am
Wednesday
Midweek Meditation & Bible
Study
7:15 p~

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan

Community Church

18461 Mariposa Ave.

Riverside, CA 92508

New Hope MBC Baptist, SB

1575 West 17th Street

San Bernardino, 92410 (909) 887-2526

Robert L. Fairley, Sr.

First Baptist Church of Perris

277 E. Fifth Street

Perris, CA 925110

(909) 657-3767

Rev. Marvin L. Brown

Full Gospel Church of Love

24050 Theda

Perris, CA 92570

(909) 928-7720

Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell

f
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"THE LI COL

PREMIER EXPERIENCE"

s3,500·00

s4,■,oo

FACTORY REBATE

FACTORY REBATE
or

2003 Lincoln LS

0,0°10
or

60 Months
On Approved Credit

2003 Linco n Navigator

Up to 60 months financing al $16.67 per 1,000
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0, 1
credit through Ford Motor Credit

1

60 Months
On Approved Credit
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier
0, 1 credit through Ford Motor Credit.

MSRP . . . . . .
. . ... ..$41,815
FACTORY REBATE . . . . . .. ..3,000
FREEWAY DISCOUNT
. 2

MSRP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...$40,690
FACTORY REBATE . . . . . . ....4,000
FREEWAY DISCOUNT .
. 2 785

sop

s3315,oa
'

00%

$36 315·00
' VIN# 4Y604418

VIN #3ZJ30149
1 at this price

1 at.this price

0,0%or

All New 2003 Lincoln Aviator

Ford
. Credit'
I

'
'

60 Months
On Approved Credit

2004 Lincoln Towncar Signature

Up 10 60 months financing at $16.67 per
1,000 financed to ~ualified buyers on
approved tier 0, 1 credit through Ford
Motor Credt

JFIRIEIBWAY lLKN<COlLN

Rebates and Discount on selected
models. Rebates as low as 0.0%
on selected models. Through Ford
Motor Company.

909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115

www.freewaylm-vw.com

2003 GRAND MARQUIS LS

2004 MERCURY SABLE LS

MSRl' ........... ' .••.•. . . .$21.840

........... . ......... , ...$23,-

NCTORY REIATE . ....... . .. . .$3,100

~ IIIUff •••••••• , ••• .$1,500

FREEWAY DJSCQVII , , , , , , , , , , .SZ,000

PIIEE1IIT DIICOUIJ ••••• ' •••• .$1.000

llltCNIToYau

$24,340

'21,395

or 0.0% APR
O..ApprovNI CredH
Up to 60 months financing al $16.67 per t ,000
financed to qualified buyers on approved lier 0,
1 . credit through Ford Motor Credit.

2003 MERCURY
MOUNTAINEER V&
MSRP .. . . . .... .. .... . . .. . •$30,010
FAC10R\' REBATE ••. ..• • ••• . • .$4,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT , , •• •• , , , , .$2,290

$23,72
or0.0% APR
Up to 60 months financing al
$ 16.67 per 1,000 financed to qualified buyers on approved tie r o. 1,
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

Upt

$16.
.quar
tier

VII# 3UJ18655

sg,999

PARTS DEPT. SPECIAL

10°10 OFF
ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE
WITH COUPON

$12,999

Excludes sale items, cannot be combined
with any other offer. Exp. 10-30·03

OCTOBER SERVICE SPECIAL

~17,9
s24,999
Ford
Credit

{ e:»

10°10 OFF
ALL 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN
SEPTEMBER. APPLIES TO LINCOLN &
MERCURY VEHICLES ONLY.
FREE WHE EL BALANCE W ITH A NY TIRE
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY U M DURING
THE MONTH OF OCTOBER

C
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Monterey's Musical Moods Stylistically
Connected •· Again

Training
Your Dog
By Paul Reedy

Originally, I had not planned
on writing about this subject
until after the column had a
chance to grow out of its infancy. After having given it some
thought, I felt that it was too
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MONTEREY

By Taylor Jordan

.11e

roots of the music called
jazz run deep into the heart
and history of ancient

Africa.

important to let sit on the back
burner.
The subject is aggression.
Aggression is a problem that
no one wants to have to deal
with. If you own a dog most
will be faced with it at some
time or another. Aggression is
the number one problem that
owners have with their dogs. It
is also a major contributor to the
number of dogs put into shelters
each year.
There are different types of
aggression:
1. Dominance Aggression
2. Territorial Aggression

--

should be. People o_f all cultural, eth-

3. Fear Aggression

4. Predatory Aggres ion
5. Dog on dog Aggression
Your dog may exhibit one or
all of these behaviors and he
may exhibit these behaviors at
various levels. Each individual
owner has to recognize what are
appropriate behaviors or has
your dog crossed the line.

So How
Aggression?

Do

It journeyed through he souls of
Black folks, transformed itself into a
variety of stylistic expressions, .
infused energy into others' music and
cultures with its electrifying efforts
and evolved into America's mo t significant art form.
And in the western hemisphere, it
is doubtful few festivals stage more
genuine or heartfelt presentations of
this music than Monterey Jazz
Festival.
For 46 years, Monterey has
remained true to the creative forces
who really play jazz. There are few
pretenders here -- at least they don't
last long or are appropriately unappreciated by the aficionados who
know the truth and the novices striving to learn it.
The eclectic mix of jazz staged at
Monterey each year touches the spirit, sets emotional moods, stirs shaking
feet, hands and heads.
And so it was again this year.
Monterey Jazz Festival is more
than music.
lt is a microcosm of the world as it

We

Fix

It may sound like a cliche, but
in order to correct any problem
one has to recognize that there is
one.
The first step is we must be
honest with ourselveS' and not
make excuses for the dog.
Aggression is not breed specific,
all _dogs are capable of showing
it. I\_'lany dogs are not properly
treated because the owner could
not admit that they had a problem and never received help.
Those that do get help often do
not fully explain the extent of
the problem until its too late.
Take cornfqrt in knowing that
aggression in all of its formi is
normal.
In the following weeks we will
address all of the areas of
aggression and what can be
done about them.

Paul Reedy is a new Urban
Chic columnist. He was in law
enforcement from 1994-2001.
He decided to venture out into
the area of dog training and
made a point to do everything in
his power to increase his knowledge of dogs and how they think.
He attended Triple Crown Dog
Acad~my and is certified as a
Canine Behavior and Training
Specialist. In December of 2001,
Reedy attended Adlerhorst
International for additional
training as a police dog handler.
For questions about your dog
contact
Paul
at
urbanchic@blackvoicenews.com

nic, political, economic, religious and
national origins come together without fuss,'conflict, subjugation or subjective prejudice. They come for one
reason: the music played on the
Monterey County fairgrounds on the
third weekend of every September
since 1957. I,t is the music that, to
steal a 1960s' )ove generation phrase,
makes everything groovy.
Monterey Jazz Festival is a place
filled with fond memories for all the
lucky people who've sat in the audience or stood on the stages. It is a
continuous cornerstone of music
where legends_and masters succinctly
demonstrate how they became legends and masters. And on the flip
side, it is where little cubs become
young lions and pop pretenders fade
into oblivion and thankfully away
from ears that know good jazz when
they hear it.
The ears were wide open and generally overjoyed at the 46th installment of the world's oldest continuous
jazz festival.
There were, as always, surprises
and disappointments.
The former included singer Carla
Cook. She opened Dizzy's Den
Saturday night, energized her own set
and set the stage for equally
enthralling singer-p1an1st Peter
Cincotti and Kurt Elling, the latter
playing with the Laurence Hobgood
Trio after his wide-mouthed perfect
performance with Jon Hendricks,
Mark Murphy and Kevin Mahogany
in the main arena.
Add to the "ahhh" surprise package
the Brass Monkey Brass Band. These
young men opened the "New Orleans
in Monterey" blues afternoc:m
Saturday, but they shined best marching around the grounds and standing
still to play for the musical delight of
everyone. Great new element, but for
a group this loud, organizers should
warn any future group about playing
too close to Dizzy's Den or the nightclub where more mellow mainstream
music is presented.
The unfortunate folk who were at
the back of the mile-long line waiting
for some crazy person to leave their
nightclub seat and give them a chance
to see and hear Mary Stallings were
disappointed. Those familiar with
her past behavior were disappointed
but not necessarily surprised about
Randy Crawford's no-show for The
Crusaders set. The excuse given this

WIiton Felder, The Crusader who helped cr-te the Texas tenor style, wows the

Monterey audience.

time was illness, but Crawford's star
hasn't risen as high as her talent and
looks because of such failures to
show. Maybe she really was sick, but
who knows?
Squarely on the disappointment list
was pianist Herbie Hancock. He only
played five turies, few in a fashion
recognizable to devotees. His performance could have been phoned in.
Hancock's "special guest," legendary
vibes artist Bobby Hutcherson, was
never allowed to get loose, funky or

Joe Sample of The Crusaders highlights MJF 2003 as the weakend'a favorite

artist.

out there musically. For some strange
reason, there was even a plexiglass
divider
physically
separating
Hutcherson from Hancock, drummer
Terri Lynn Carrington and bassist
Scott Colley.
Monterey and jazz fans in general
know how awesome Hutcherson's
live performance is as a leader or coupled with piano virtuoso McCoy
Tyner · or anyone else.
Was it
Hancock's ego that held Hutcherson
back?
The pianist/composer's

•

"Directions in Music" tribute to Miles
Davis and John Coltrane made the
Monterey audience jump 4p on
simultaneous feet for saxophonist
Michael Brecker.
Legendary trumpeter, composer
and bandleader Gerald Wilson once
said in an interview, when asked how
all the superstars in his bands play so
well together without vanity, "l tell
them to check the egos at the door.
This is about the music." Someboqy
should have told Herbie that, too, and

•,

perhaps people _w ouldn't have left the
arena wondering why they stayed for
the final Monterey musical moment
Sunday night.
All the music at Monterey was
good, some, of course, better than
.others and some off the meter musically. This year, the global influences
of jazz and its effects on other cultures and musi<,:al expressions were
more noticeable and deliberate. A litSee MJF, Page B-2

3978 BOOCK11JJ AVE.
Riverside,Ca.92501
:m

O>mer of 1c,i and Brtdt.on

.

ANTIQUE SALE
Fumture,Clothesi•

~ssories , 1

.&

·-You <Don. t .'7-ra~e to
<Wisli .Jllnymo:r e .

sATURO\Y ··
OCTOBER l]TH 2003
7AM·2PM
'i {"

~'

LH91 688-3332
~'a.It.er.-. Auto S•I~ & Servu::e, Inc
.321.3 AdanuJAuro Ce.ttb!fr Dr.

RiveNide1 CA 92.504
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ENTERTAINMENT
MJF
Continued from Page B-1

tle bit of dis and a little bit of
<lat offered a wider range of jazz ,
styles, and whether on liked it or
not, few could honestly say
there wasn't some pleasure in
every piece of the musical puzzle presented.
The pinnacle positions for the
weekend
wholeheartedly
belonged to pianist Michel
Camilo, The Crusaders, singer
Nnenna Freelon, the Neville
Brothers, The Four Brothers,
Clayton-Hamilton
Jazz
Orchestra and three teen trumpeters soloing and soaring for
the closing nu.mber of the
Monterey Jazz Festival High
School All-Star Big Band.
Camilo didn't ease into the
music as the first main stage act
Friday night. There was sim. mer. He went instantly to boiling over with rhythmic and
melodic mixes hot enough to
take the chill off the l\1onterey
night.
This man of the
Caribbean unrelenting power,
similar to the intensity of Art
Tatum and Oscar Peterson, on
Afro-Cuban and Latin jazz
rhythms was dynamic.
It probably isn't possible for
Crusad_ers' pianist Joe Sample
and Texas tenor saxophonist
Wilton Felder to give a bad
show. The childhood buddies
still love one another and the
music and it showed in their
stage camaraderie and fun playing.
Joined by trombonist
Stephen Baxter who capably
translated notes previously
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Aaron Neville of the Neville Brothers spiritually soothes with an amazing version of "Amazing Grace."

played by Crusader V{ayne
Henderson and guitarist Ray
Parker, Jr., the latter best known
for his "Ghostbusters" hit
among those unaware of his
dexterity on all musical styles,
the Crusaders were probably the
most popular group among fans.
Bebop bigots who dismiss any
kind of fusion as unacceptable
manage to find exception for
The Crusaders. One of the first
fusion bands to mix gospel,
soul, funk and pop with mainstream melodies, Sample and
Felder include sophisticated
twists and improvisational grabs

into the straight-ahead bag.
This prevents anyone from
strait-jacketing them into a
fusion-only bag.
Freelon, the Four Brothers vocalese master Jon Hendricks
with henchmen Kurt Elling,
Mark Murphy and Kevin
Mahogany - and blood brothers
Aaron, Art, Charles and Cyril
Neville were distinctively different kinds of singers, but their
separate sets kept people on the
edge of their seats and smiling.
Hendricks remains the master
of vocalese, a singing style that
uses the voice to simulate

instruments and lyrically sings . subtle nuances of classic com- they'd fit.
The
Clayton-Hamilton
instrumental classics. He does- positions or using dramatic
ensemble, led by bassist John
n't work up a sweat. He just pauses to shift musical moods.
saxophonist Jefi..,
sings, swings, soars.
lli.s
Monterey has been waiting Clayton,
"brothers" didn't imitate his for another ferv.ale crooner to , Clayton and drummer Jeff,,
style, choosing instead to fly in stir and soothe their souls in the Hamilton, never plays a b,ad.,
their own way.
One man way their favorite female, Sarah note. Ever. Whether recorded',
laughed into the hushed, awed, Vaughan, did for so many years. or live. John Clayton, an awe-~·
attentive audience, caught up There have been worshipful some composer and arranger:.:::
.
('
momentarily in the pure joy of moments with Dee Dee could have lent a musical hand-r.:
the music he heard and unable Bridge:water, Dianne Reeves, to Ralph Towner.who wrote the11
to contain it. He then whispered Betty Carter and Ernestine yawn, boring commissioned
Well, Nnenna composition "Monterey Suite':·
"Wow." It was all good, but Anderson.
their rendition of Miles Davis' Freelon can step into the shoes and swept most of the fans from,.,
l·
"All Blues" was by far the most of the great ladies of jazz and the arena before It finished.
magnificent, And sizzling sideman,
pianist
Laurence
Hobgood, added incredible
depth to the set on the main
stage and later backing Elling in
Dizzy's Den.
The Nevilles, the crown
princes of New Orleans, were
royally received, in Monterey.
The arena was packed to capacity for their closing set of the
blues show. Cyril warned after
a couple of tunes, "We're going
to aim straight for · your navel.
We see you bouncing in your
seats. It ain't no sh~e to get up
and shake your hips." The
Nevilles mixed it up, alternately
tossing funk boogie, blues,
rhythm and blues, reggae aRd a
simply amazing version of the
spiritual "Amazing Grace" to an
audience that gobbled it all up
enthusiastically.
Freelon was glad to be on the
Monterey stage finally and the
audience was glad to have her
there. This lady put pizzazz in
every song whether she was
scatting up a storm, seducing Debby Farley and Alvin Watkins of Los Angeles dance to the music of The
with a love ballad, painting the Crusaders.
-
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www.downtownsupperclub.com

You Buy
We Fry

Sunday 12-8
Mon.-Thur. 11-9
Fri.-Sat. 10-10

*Weddings
*Commercials
*Gospel Singing
*Documentaries, Etc

CITY CREOLE

,,
j

,,

RESTAURANT

I

I

9395 Monte Vista Ave.
Montclair, CA 91763

1909) 482-0566

909-232-9602

13373 Perris Blvd., Ste. E414
Moreno ~alley, CA 92553

IMontclairJ

.,
I

COME SEE ·OUR NEW MENU
(909) 782-8219
Come meet Bobby and Evelyn Bratton!

Open 7 Days

. Featuring the
BEST Bar-BQue, Creole and
Cajun Food in
the Inland
Empire.

Mon. thru Thurs. 11 am - 9 pm
Fri. thru Sat.
11 am - 10 pm
Sun.
11 am - !? pm

• Grits • Salmon Croquels • Fresh
Biscuits • Bacon ~ Eggs

·Mobile Catering

• Ja111balaya • Seafood Shrimp
Creele • Shrimp Etouffe • Gumbo·
• Lundles • Buffids • Wedclnp •
Birthdays • Dlnoen • l'lt:nh:s •
w/Rlce • Red Snapper • catfish •
Annhnlrsarln • RBllnloml • Bus/ans Pork Ribs • Beef Hits • Hot Links •
Cldtler11ngs • All the Side Orders You
Mtlt1'lngs • Clllffh Funt:tJons
can Imagine • Dellclous Desserts

Let us take the
worry out of
your next function!

We can supply a
banquet for 505000 guests for
any occasion.

All served with congenial hospitality in an e/egant atmos- ·
phere
As early as 5:30 am everyday, we will be ready to make
your group welcome!

MUST BOOK IN ADVANCE FOR
GROUPS FROM 20-50 PEOPLE
Call for bookings and menu selection

'I
,,
'

',,
I

I

Appetizer assortment
Choice of eight entrees and
dessert

Gram's For Breakfastl
Make your next breakfast meeting
special and wony free. Come, let
us fix you a southern style breakfast that will make you smile! ,

'II
'I

:i

w,vw ..zenopierremedia'Yorks.com
3527 Main Street • Riverside

1

I

Special.rates available only
ll'hile booking space lasts?

(909)1243-0443

.9 09.682.6070
CRESCENT

Video Services

Red Anchor Fish Market

Advertise
The Black Voice .News

Gospel Brunch Every
Sunday

Hours:
Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m .
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:0Q p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

'·

'
'
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I
I
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OCTOBER

ing 5th District Supervisor Jerry
Eaves with special guest Judge
Mablean Ephriam of TV's Divorce
Court. For more information contact George Lee at (909) '887-7002.

Oct. 11, 9:00 a.m. sharp, 2nc,j
Annual .Essentials for a Healthier
Life Awards Breakfast at the Crystal
Room, West Angeles Church of God
in Christ. Contact Michelle Moore
Bell for more information at (323)
939-0621 or (310) 330-0103 email:
health07@aol.com .
or
';ww.salon21-beauty.com.

Oct. 12, '7:00 a.m., New Hope
Missionary Baptist Church will celebrate their 11th Appreciation
Service for Dr. Robert 'L. Fairley,
Pastor and Mary A. Fairley, First
Lady at 1575 West 17th Street, San
Bernardino. For more information
contact Maxine Barnett at (909)
888-9033 .

Oct. 11, 6-9 p.m., The Pal Center
will present the 1st Annual Dream in
. the Making Awards Banquet honor-

Oct.· 25, 6:00 p.m., Save the
Child(en Benefit 2003 will be held
at California State University, San
Bernardino featuring keynote speaker Fredrick V. Coffee and Rufus
Troutman. Tickets are $35.00 per
person. For more information contact Cn'R Images at (909) 340-4585.
Oct. 26, 2:00 p.m., James Baldwin Down from the Mountaintop at the
Elephant Asylum Theater, 6320
Santa Monica Blvd. The play is presented by Staged Dreams and direct-

ed by David Moses. Tickets are
priced at $15 .00 - $25.00 (this
includes the discount for groups,
seniors and students). For reservations and information call 323-9359058
or
email
JamesBaldwinPlay@yahoo.com.

Oct. 30, 4:00-6:00 p.m., The Perris
Hill Senior Center will host its
Annual Halloween Dance at 780
East 2 I st Street, San Bernardi no.
Tickets are $2 per person. For more
informati<?n call (909) 384-5436.

H&l's Armstrong Transmissions
"H&L has my car running like
the energizer battery; it just
keeps going and going and
going 400,000 miles later! "
-

I
I
I
I
I

NOVEMBER
Nov.
1,
6:00
p.m. ,
the
Rialto/Fotnana Branch of the
NAACP will host their annual
awards banquet featuring keynote
speaker Mervyn Dymally. For tickets or info call (909) 342-2552.

SERVICES
Parents of children ages 0-5 can
receive free parenting information
on topics including discipline, nutrition, early reading and more.

Family Services Association Qf
Western Riverside County will provide reduced or no cost childcare
services in the Moreno Valley and
surrounding areas. To receive an
enrollment packet, please contact
(909) 779-9784 or (909) 786-3623.

- -Repair
----- - - - -H&L-Auto
Free Brake Inspection
Oil Change Special $13.95
$29.95 Premium Oil cha1,1ge

' - - ---- -

M arion Black,Vernon Company, Rialto, CA

Provided by First 5 California, the
free brochures -- and free puppets -are
available at Friendship
Community Youth Center, 25421
Spring St., in Perris, CA. For more .
information call (909) 443-4404.

1

(A -$49.95 value) __ - ·---"·".·~- - l'

Tell them you saw it in ..,
r - -- - - - ~ - - - - - . .The .Black Voice
H&fs Armstrong Transmission
I
·free· Diagnosis ($65.oo Value)
-

-

•

-

-

•-

•
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-
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Transmission Service Special: incl"'des
I

pan gaskets up to 5 quarts of ATF
(filter extra) (an $80.00 value)

"l

I

I
1

Axles most cars starting at $75~95
., Transmission Overhaul: starting at saes.oo

Two Great locations·
H&L'sArmstrong Transmissions

H&l Auto Repair

8651 lndlana Avenue
RIVerslde, CA 92504

3159 Kluk Lana
Riverside, CA 92501

909-681-2821

909-684-0605

1

w/ 24,000 mlle warranty

I

36,000 warranty (ask for details)

L--

- - ---- - - - - - - - -

.
,

1
·I

All promotions are subject to change at any time and if you do not have coupon present.
I

Universal lifeline
I

'

l

Telephone Service
saves vou

Do you qualify for the Universal Lifeline Telephone Service?
This program - sponsored by the California Public Utilities
Commission :... offers local home telephone service from
the local telephone company of your choke at half the
cost of basic local rates. Call weekdays betw~en 8 a.m.
and 6 p.m. and a Universal Lifeline Telephone Service
Representative will help you through the enrollment
process. It's easy and completely confidential.
Local home telephone service will keep you connected
to family and friends and give you better access to job··
opportunities and emergency services. All fpr half JI,(cost.
If you don't currently have home telephone service or
would like to lower your monthly bill, you may be eligible
to get local home telephone service for 50% or more off
basic rates. You may qualify even if your phone service
was disconnected. The subscriber must be the head of
household and have the following income*:

Adults I tfflld,en
living in Kousehold
1-2 members

$19,600 or less

3 members

$23,200 or less

4 members

$27,800 or less

Each add'I member

$4,600 or less

*Additional requirements apply.

Basic local home telephone service from $2.85 to $5.34 per month
(depending on the type of service you choose) plus applicable taxes, fees and surcharges.

Call 1-866-212-0349,~
Universal Lifeline Telephone Service is sponsored by the California Public Utilities Commission.

1~866-212-oa58 m

TELEPHONE SIRVICE

I
1
1
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House Democrats Vote to Preserve Overtime Pay
With every member of the Congressional Black
Caucus supporting the motion, today's vote
instructs House negotiators to preserve language in
the Senate's version of the bill that wouid prevent
the Administration from enacting any regulation
that would take away overtime pay from any
employee who is currently eligible for it. Those
negotiations will take· place as members of the
. Senate and House of Representatives draft final
legislation funding .the Department of Labor.
"Since the President took office, the economy
has steadily weakened and 3.3 million jobs have
been lost," Representative Elijah E. Cummings

(D-MD), Congression.al Black Caucus Chair said.
"The President and House Republicans have failed
to raise the minimum wage, denied unemployment
benefits to millions of workers who exhausted
their Federal benefits, and, sadly, denied the farnily tax credit to 12 million children in America,
including children of our men and women in uniform. Voting in support of this measure was the
right thing to do," Cummings added.
"Democrats have always stood with America's
working families , and we made this issue too hot
for the Republicans to handle," Pelosi said.
.

,,,
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Groundbreaking Ceremony for New Jones Elementary Scheduled for Oct. 17
The Black Voice News

SAN BERNARDINO

The San Bernardino City Unified School
District invites the public to attend a groundbreaking ceremony on Friday, October 17 at 10 a.m. for
Juanita Blakely Jones Elementary School, the second of two elementary schools to break ground
this year.
Juanita Blakely Jones, hired in 1948, was the
District's first African-American teacher. She
began her career at Jefferson Elementary, transferred briefly to the Los Angeles Unified School
District, and returned to San Bernardino in 1964,
where she remained until her retirement in 1978.
During her years with the District, she taught at

Representative Elijah E. Cummings (D-MD)

The Black Voice News

WASHINGTON, D.C.

National Institute Legal enter

L\ Thousands of African

Low Cost Document Assistance
Serving Moreno Valley, Perris and (All The Inland Empire)

American Workers Will Benefit
House Democrats won a major victory last week
for millions of hard working Americans, and
approved a motion to stop the Bush administration's plan to rip overtime pay away from more
than eight million American workers. The 221-to203 approval of this motion dealt the President and
House Republicans a resounding defeat and clearly tells our workforce that Democrats care about
them and their families.
"For many workers, overtime pay accounts for a
quarter of their annual income and millions of
them depend on overtime pay to make ends meet,"
House Democratic Leader Nancy Pelosi said.
"Today's vote was a chance for Members of the
House to show where they stand and they showed
that they stand with the American people," Pelosi
added.
.

[653-4240]
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Psychic Reader
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f.EGAL SERVICES
-

300 Law Firms Workinfi Tofiether

DOES YOUR

We will refer you to an attorney that specializes in whatever your legal needs might be.
We are dedicated to helping the African-

STUDENT
HAVE THE
HOMEWORK

1

ExPERT ASS ISTANCE WITH HOMEWORK AND
SCHOOL PROJ ECTS

TRAINING IN COMP UTER BASICS

•

DEVELOPMENT OF GOOD STUDY HABITS

•

A RELAXED , HEALTH Y ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH
EACH STUDENT P ROGRESSES AT THEIR OWN
PACE
TH E CLUBHOU SE

<909>

736-2 I 05

CORONACLUBHOUSE@AOL.COM

Reed's Electric Service
Hayward Reed Jr.
Electrical Contractor
Free Estimates
Home Improvements
& Repairs

Lie. #805019
Cell: (909) 334-4612
F ax: (909) 776-2043

Member of Better Business Bureau

I'

.,,,
,:::
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Love
Business
Money
Family
Career

Free Crystal with each reading !
909.924.9288
2487 1 Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Joyce Saunders

Se Habla Espanol

., .Call4N.ow!

(909) 924-9330
12981 Perris Blvd. Ste 107
Moreno Valley CA, 92553
Licensed By The Dept. Of Corporations Under the Calif.
Mortgage ACT. Equal Housing le.nder Calif. Dept Of
Corporations License CFL.
Lie# 603873 1

EPersonalized
Cnoco{ate Creations
Candy Bars for All

.
Holidays
Grand Openings
Graduations
School or Church
Fundraisers

Occasions

Clieru6s
-:N-

CliocoCa.tes

B~
Announcements
Weddings
Bridal or Baby
Showers

231 E. Alessandro Blvd. #A-107
Riverside, CA 92508
1(888) 344-8211
www.ChocolateForKeeps.com

-:.,:

-~~----- _________________....=..,-...-_-__ _______________.
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BARBER CUTS BY

I
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I
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A FREE SE RVICE! 1-800-500-7047

HOME LOANS
Over 50 mortgage bankers working with LeVias and Associates. We
will refer you to a mortgage banke r that specializes in your particular need: Refinancing, Home Loan, or Consolidation. lf you own a
home, we will get you a loan! 1-800-500-7047

F. NEVINS

Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorporations & Partnerships

4136 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

420 N. McKinley, Ste. 102
Corona, Ca. 91719
909.272.5765
909.934.1005

'I

Mon-Fri 9-7
Closed Tuesdays
Sat: 7-7
Sun: 7-1

. ,'
I
I

909 .623. 15 17 Lets take your skin care to .the
next level!

License No. 240248

~

I
I

Naturally Yau,s ••que

LAW OFFICE OF
RICHARD

'I

ESSENCE HAIR SALON

I

I
I

I

ByO/ufemi

AND PENMANSHIP
1

,, J
1'1

American people

AFFORDABL E P RIVATE TUTORING IN THE
BASICS : MATH , READING, CO MP REHENSION

j,;

~

LeVIAS & ASSOCIATES

1

Home Loan Specialist

, AR8EMSIAU'l'V SHOPS
-

NEED PRIVATE TUTORING
BUT CAN'T AFFORD IT7

Municipal Court Building
13800 Heacock Ave. Ste 135-B
Moreno Valley Ca, 92553
9 am - 6 pm M-F

Spiritual Advisor

yow Dream Loan"

,-'

-

Unlimited Financial Solutions

''We open the door to

i,>I

Easy Qualifier, Credit r.:
11
problems Ok. No
Income
Documentation OK.
Debt Consolidation.

Legal Document Assistance
MEMBER OF INLAND
EM~RELEGALDOCUMENT
ASSISTANTS ASSOCIATION
Moreno Valley

13800 lleKDcll llnlll, . . D121
..,_,...,, Ca 12113

,I".

·( J

Certified - Bonded
State Registered

Oscar Snow, LOA Director

J •

Purchase Or Refinance Now!

"NO SERVICE OVER $300"
CALL TODAY
• Divorce
$175-275
• Child CustodyNisitation$200-300
• Child Support
$200-300
• Legal Separations
$1 75-275
• Evictions
$150-200
• Adoptions
$250-300
• Living Trusts
$300
• Wills
$200
• QRDRO's
$300
• Incorporations
$300
• Name Change .
$200-300
• Bankruptcy
$195
• And More

,
,,;
~.;
;; ,
{'

-------~~~---------.
Consumers 1st Financial Service

Attorney Assistance Available
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available
Affordable Assistance
Same Day Appointments Available
Prices Low

100% Financing Purchases/Refinances
Home lmpovement
Debt Consolidation
BK 13 Pay Off For Refinancing
No Income Documentation
Fica's as low as 500

BLUES?

Jefferson and Belvedere Elementary Schools,
served as the director of the Career Opportunities
Program, and was the District administrator of
Early Childhood Education and Headstart. Jones
was also a member of the San Bernardino County
Board of Supervisors and the author of I've Been
Thinking About You, a book of poetry.
Construction of Juanita Blakely Jones Elementary
is scheduled for completion in 2005. The school
is modeled after the existing E. Neal .Roberts
Elementary and will be located at 700 North "F"
Street in downtown San Bernardino. For more
information or to RSVP for the groundbreaking
ceremony, please contact the Communications
Department at (909) 381-1230.

MARY KAY

Specializing
• Sisterlocks TM/Brotherlocks TM
· •Braids (Micro, Cornrow Etc.)
• Locs/ Twists/Maintenance
•Children Welcome

Richard Nevins

(909) 686-5193

Larnelle Haris
Live In concert
Sunday October l ~
at 4:00 p.m. nt the
Cbu:rch of the Valley Hansen Hal] in Apple
Valley. CaH for tickets
CAU.. (76()) 9$f -9038 F'MTIQ(Ef$

l t 1 t ~ tic.luty C•.'.Jt!wA.)11(

~""· ~ Ji, $tf.t.~¥n

t -t™>! · ,g,~ m ~ y .u:..m
'tW.'t.V- ~~llf .«lf'l'l-f;-~9

e-mail: olufemi1@earthlink.net
www.home.earthlink.net/-olufe mi1
Open: Mon.-Fri .
Sun. by'Appts. Only

Colleecor"• (;11lle1"1

• Dolls & Accessories
• Collectibles • Gifts • Miniatrues
• Home Decoration

7he .,SO use of ,Yo1:1n,■s

,H

HEAD

21

(909) 737-5533
BOOTH AVAILABLE

Beauty Parlor
A nd Supply

A Full Service Salon

Specializing in
22400 Barton Rd., #5
Grand Terrace, CA 92313
Phone (909) 825-9600
Fax (909) 825-9605

I
I

I

R,~lind Gteffl

(909) 825-9012

A

I

Braids
Weaves
Cuts

Color
Fusions
Up-Do's

3940 California Ave. Suite D • Norco, CA 92860

'I
•

I

'

. '' '
I
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Latest in High -Tech to be Shown at CSUSB
The Black Voice News
SAN BERNARDINO

place in the Santos Manuel Student Union Events
Center from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.

Wireless Internet con- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . More than 35 information
nections,
information
Scheduled are presentations in Events Center booths will give attendees
security, online databases A on trends in technology education and wire- the opportunity to view
firsthand and, in some
and "smart" classrooms less access:
instances, actually try
are among the computernew
technologies the unirelated demonstrations
9:30-10:15 a.m., "CMS and Social Security
versity is using or considparticipants will see durNumbers,'' presented by Lorraine Frost,. and
ering for use. Other types
ing Technology Day Lydia Ortega
of technology visitors
2003, on Oct. 16 at Cal
10:45-11:30 a.m., "Emerging Trends in
will get a look at include:
State San Bernardino.
Technology Education," presented by Dr. Joe
online databases, distribThe free event, sponScarcella, with guest Dr. Ethan Lipton, dean of
uted learning, assistive
sored by the university's
Educational Support Services and Academic
devices for the disabled,
Information Resources
Affairs at Cal State Los Angeles
e-books, mobile labs, digand Technology (IRT)
12:30-1:15 p.m., "Wireless Access," present·ital
imagery and informadivision in collaboration
~ by Dr. Javier Tomer and Owen Owens
tion
literacy.
These
with the divisions of
1:45-2:30 p.m., "ELVIS Has Entered the
exhibits will be in Events
Academic Affairs and
Classroom." presented by Dr. Tim Usher
Center B and C.
Student Affairs, will take

i~ RCOE

,

~ \f. ,_: ~

Currently seeking hair stylists,
barbers, and manicurists.
All inquirers please

can

909-885-5004 at the

~

FI.\·,__.IL TH.IBl .TE
Cm lf!pl"IM!d aiedit.

Simple Adult Cremation

$400

Strving all Faith,

Call me Anytime!
Cu,10111 Churrh/ Grave,idt
S,rvim

~.-~e~

_A_

"'<',v

Ju.sc $)0 can itan your
tnodelinB, career.
Join 11s!
We can m11Lch you
¥1,ilh focal jobs tba:L pay.

$2500
$3500
$4500
$5500

CAL.L (909) 888-2500 TODAY

·~

(909)

Samuel E. Dey, Jr.,
M.D.

Travel Area 100 Milts
In Ho111t Consultation

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

Lowtsl Ca1kt1 Prim Available

if/here

Every y
Detail
Co11nts

883-5288

824 E. Highland Avenue
San Bernardino, CA

Behind in
Your
Mortgage?

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

Fami!J Owned Ovtr 40 Ytors

Services, Merchandise, & Casket Choices
Very in each package. Casket Included.

•

~

Realtor/Loan Officer
Refinance Today
"Your Foreclosure
Sell at Market Value Tomorrow
Prevention Queen"
Investors for Short Sale
Call now free video & Home
Now
• Referral Fees
Buyers Guide
• Ask About Our New
confidential consultation
Talking House
Office: (?CO) 429-4443 x 125
• Broadcast
Message: (909) 323-5634

..

R ES U LT S

Alex Hartley

6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170
Riverside, CA 92506

Office Hours
By Appointment

~ R&fMII(

•
•
•
•

Qnluw;
~

•
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Charles A. Christian

1

REALTOR®

Executive

REALTOR®
11

PROFESSIONAL REAL ESTATE
SERVICES

23580 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Office: (909) 24 7-2213
Fax: (909) 247-0873

1

•
4038, Annuities, and Life
• Auto & Homeowners Insurance

Billy Mitchell,

Lu1cF

Email your quote request!

~

--),,..1Horace Mann

Fax: 909-785-1371 * Email: bmjmmm@cs.com

909-785-1351

7426 Cherry Ave., Ste. 200
Fontana, California 92336
Business (909) 349-1122
Fax (909) 349-2306
E-Mail cchristian@c2 l Executive.net
Web Site c2 l executive.net
Each Office is Independently Owned and Operated

~

t.Ja.!

TEER ONE PROPERTIES

REALTOR® GRI

3978 Brockto n Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501

Real Estate Professional
E-mail: dwightpledger@aol.com

Mike Teer
Broker/Notary Public

Office:(909) 784-1342
Fax: (909) 7 84-6712
E-mail: leer I @sbcglobal.net
Website: miketeer.com

Full Value Paid for Real Estate

Ut, ~

,~ -

ce11 (909) 553-2261

Dwight D. Pledger

1654 N . MT. VERNON
'76(7,.
SAN BERNARDINO, C A 92411 -</
909--855-5004
t-~. ~<"
15700 VILLAGE DR. S UITE "C"
~6 ~<"6,
V ICTORVILLE, CA 92392
1/c, ✓(i,
760-245-0181

l?Ju- OM ~ lo-

825-1212

Fm Sen•im for InjanlJ, Call
For Info

Specialty Funeral
Packages

Available

&\ C~ -~~\e
~e "---.l~\
r•

(909)

Ollf!r 15 Ytars E.xptrience

1

Booth rental special!

Let me Help!

No Faflli/y T11mtd A»''!J

A salon where JESUS lives!

l,.._...,;

✓Credit

Problems?

San Bernardino location.
Training and apprentership available!

Medical Deuifits

Buyer?

UNERAL SERVICES & CREMATION

$1500·

ONE

I

-

Welcome!
✓First Time

"

Kutz• up doo's•

Barber on board

BUY FLEET!

Minimum Metal Casket Included

MORTGAGE

Quick weaVe$· braids unique Poriytalls

Wdhc M it chell

✓credit Unions

Funeral Service
w/Viewing

The Trend Settet.s of HAIR!! !
Silky flat irons •short &

YOU CAN

,

J;.;,,.

to educators on school safety, an overview _by the
keynote speaker, and creation of county crisis response
teams.

'JJlliD'IA

Ha1r Studio

r
1

NATIONAL

Comp ment1-

WHY BUY
RETAIL WHEN

Subscribe & Advertise

to host Safe Schools Summit

The Riverside County Office of Education and
Riverside County Sheriff's Department will co-host a
Safe Schools Summit from 9 a.m. to noon, October I 6,
at RCOE, 3939 Thirteenth Street, Riverside.
The event, called the "Safe Schools Summit:
Connecting Resources and Strategies for Education
Professionals," is focused on supporting frontline educators and law enforcement as they work to keep schools
safe, said Dr. David Long, Riverside County
Superintendent of Schools.
Long said the summit will address a series of recent
incidents at Riverside County si;hools that have raised
concerns among many community members and educators. The featured speaker will be an expert on combating hate crimes supplied by the Anti-Defamation
League.
/
The summit is part of RCOE's ongoing effort to
ensure school safety, Long said. There will be a presentation of the wide variety of existing programs available

affairs office at (909) 880-5007. Parking at the uni~
,ersity is $1.50 per vehicle.

Events Center A will also feature a Cyber Cafe,
where visitors can peruse a menu of various
CSUSB Web sites while enjoying a cup of coffee.
Attendees are especially encouraged to visit the
Cyber Cafe to find out how to enter the grand prize
drawing for a hand-held computer.
The first 2000 attendees will receive a bag filled
with goodies provided by various campus donors
and local merchants and a door prize ticket affording them the opportunity to win any one of over 40
different gift items that have been donated for
Technology Day.
For more information, call Vanessa Kragenbrink
of IRT at (909) 880-5099 or the CSUSB public

Prudential
California Realty
Moreno Valley, CA
Dir 909 328-4155 Pgr 909 872-4959
"You Ca11 Trust Me To Work Hard For You !"
An 1ndepeden1Jy owned and operated member of The Pruden1ial Real Estate Affiliates, Inc.

T&S Investments

Tillman Riverside Mortuary

Cash for Your House in 24 Hours

To order call:

909-820-9707
or www.DesignsbyDon.com

;

·• I

:: Ron's Lawn Service
909/872-2354
free estimates

Toyin Dawod~
· 22365 Barton Rd. #20 5
Grand Terrace, CA 92313

$$$$ EARN EXTRA CASH ! ! ! !
BE A PLASMA DONOR
HELP END THE
BLOOD SHORTAGE DONATE ·
YOUR PLASMA
785 N. La Cadena Drive
Colton, CA 92324

(909) 422-1370

lmplre Inc.

Mr. Handyman
Plumbing • Electrical
Carpentry • Drywall
Landlord

Min. Contracts Welcome

CIIIIA.FNM&frtl

$MAJ, L. 'fO Mt01UN ~

H O.Ml: RU-AIRS.,

11tst..ooe1..1t.0

U.L.C. Promotion

30 Yean Experience

$29.00. $499.00
Mr. Joe

909/377-398&

(909) 681-8840
Fax: (909) 681-8397
toyin@zxmail.com

BURIAL INSUIUlNCE
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS
HABLAMOS ESPANOL
VETERANS BENEFITS

You must be:
18-65 years old In good
health Weigh 110 lbs or
more

Bring a valid photo ID and
Social Security Card
Bring in this ad and
receive a $5 bonus on your
first plasma donation.

En THE HANDYMAN
All Types. of Home Repairs
Over 50 yrs. Experience
Well Known
Up to $500 labor
Ask for Ed

909/242-9176

A. Leon Tillman
'

President - CEO
Emb. Uc #6496
FD. Uc#253

2874 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628
Riverside, Callfomla
(909) 682-6433 -.(909) 682-6437
(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682-7863
Over 20 Years Experience
License #FD757

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

LEGALS/ CLASSIFIEDS
The Black Voice News
JOB CONNECTION
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

$250 to $500 a week. Will train to work at
home helping th~ US Government file
HUD/FHA mortgage refunds. No experience
necessary
Call 1-800-n8-0353
TUTORING

Tutoring Services Available. Certified teacher
offering services for one-on-one tutoring. All
high school subjects especially math. Just call
Chris (909) 380-2035.

above.
I declare that all the information i1
this statement is true and COf1'9CI.
(A registrant who declares as
true. Information v.nch he or she
knows to be false is guilty cl a
~)Solo

~J1k':

=:,~
~
fictitious business

this state of a
name in violation of the rights cl
another uncter federal, stale, or
~~~w (sec. 1440 el seq.
~ 1 1 / l ~ f i : ~ County
I hereby cet1ify that th.is.copy is a

"\fr~ the=."" state-

="'on

NOTICE: T h i s ~ business
name statement expires five
~ from the date ij was lied i1

new~~~~

Statement must be filed before

::::,r::;.~~~stat~
use in this state cl a Foctitious
Business Name in violation cl the
rlQhls of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARV L. ORSO. Coutitv Cler1<
FILE NO. A-2003-09396
p. Q/18, 9125, 1CV2, 10'9

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

1.800.864.0092
JOB HOTLINE

CIRCLELIFE
4711 Holt St., • Montclair, CA 91763
909.970.1374 • Fax 909.447.1297
Economic Workshop
Ways to earn big money
Business Hours 10-7 daily
Contact Billy

STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
The fcllowi'lg lictitious business
name(s): Has been abandoned
t,y the following person(s)
SMOKSPLUS
3410 La Sierra Ave. 1/C
Riverside, CA 92503
RladHaddad
6842 l.aUIBI Ave.
Highlard, CA 92346

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Postal Positions
Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp. requried.
Benefits. For exam, salary, and testing information call
(630) 393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8pm 7 days

Multicultural Salon is looking to fill 6 stations with
hairstylist.barbers, and braiders. Booth rental starts @
$60.00 · $80.00 a week. First Month Free for renters
only. Call Laynette @ (909) 830-7844
Attn: Riverside Postal positions. Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp. required. Benefits. For
exam, salary, and testing information call (630)
393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8pm 7 days
MUST SELL

New toddler bed w/crib mattress (pine wood)
like new. $150.00 Great starter bed for toddlers. Cali 496.6340
Models Wanted
For free hair locking services males and females
call Lee for Detail Please only very serious
Callers (760) 342-8768.

"I have been successful for 20 years"
"I have earned $200,000 a year for 20 years"
"I have been STUPID for 20 years"
Call 888-711-3489 (24 hr recording)

Fl t Time Buyers
Why rent when you can
own? Free list of homes
available with no money
down.under $1 , 100/mnth.

1-877-680-8068 10#1051
Community Real Estate

List your home
for sale

NO MONEY DOWNFree list of properties
available with no
down payment. Free
recorded message 1877 - 680 - 8068
10#1043. Community
Real Estate
11 Costly
Home Inspection
Pitfalls
FREE Report reveals
what you need to
know
BEFORE
you list your home for
sale
FREE recorded message
1-877-680-8068
ID# 1003

44468 Perbook Lane
Temecula. CA 92592

i~~~~~~

This busiless is concl\.ded by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fditious
business name(s) lis1ed above
on July 31 , 2003.
I declare that al the ilfoonation in
this statement is true and c:ooect.
(A registrant who declares as
tnie, information v.nch he or she
knoWs 10 be false is guilty of a
aime.)
sf.Nisha Kohn
The fiijng of this statement does
not of itsett authorize the use in
this state of ii fictoious business
name i1 vlotation of the rtg,ts cl
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et..seq.
~,!r.=; filed with the County
cl Riverside on 8/'26'03.
I hereby certify that th_ls_ copy is a
correct ~ of the origi1aJ state-

~8"~8°E:Th~ ~'=business
name statement expires five

~ from the date It was filed in

ore'~e=.c~
Statement must be filed before
::::,~
~ i1~z"!":O
use i1 this state cl a Fictitious
new

Business Name in violation cl the
riQ'lls of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARV L ORSO, Countv Cler1<
FILE NO. A - ~
p, 9/18, 9125, 10'2, 10/9
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
The following fictitious business
name(s): Has been abandoned

lt~~(s)
44468 Penbrook t:ane
Temecula. CA 92592

Dustbusters LLC
CALIFORNIA
ms business is conducted by:
Limited
Liability
~~name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on June 30,

2003
I declare that all the infoonation in
this statement is true and corrnct.
(A registrant who declares as
true, w,foonation wllicl'I he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a

crime.)
S'...Nisha'Kohn, Manager
This statement was filed wiith the
County Clery of Riverside County
on 8/.ffi/03.
GARY L ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. A-2003-06831
p. 9118, 9125, 10'2, _
10/9
IS

(are)

~'tlb~~~6N
9106 Mission Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92509

Nancv Rocio Chavez

9355live QakAve.
Fontana, CA 92335

Manuel Salvador Chavez
9355 Live Oak Aw.
Fontana, CA 92335

':J:
:~ a~~"7/!n~
this state of a fictitious business

name in violation of the riglts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

~ r = filed with the
of Riverside on 9/11/03. 'County

~~~~~sta~

ment on~i1 my clfice.
NOTICE: This fictiious business
name statement expires five
~rs from the date It was filed in
new~ t , ~ ~ C l e ~
Statement must be filed before
that time. The fililQ of this statement wes not itselfauthorize the
use in this state of a Fctitious
Business Name in violation of the
rights of another uncter federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-09494
p. 9118,,9/25, 1CV2, 10'9
The foiiowi,g person(s)

Is

(are)

~~~H~l~TIAN CHIL.-

DREN FOUNDATION, INC.
· 13848 Pheasant Knoll Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Raibow Christian Children
Foundation Inc.
CALIFORNIA 2388638
This business Is concfuded by
Corporation,

::i..~~
~~"?J~
tious business name(s) listed
above.
Ideclare that al the Information In
this statement Is true and c:ooect.
~~=tionwhov.nch~~
knows to be false is guilty cl a
c:rtne.)
st.Gall Summers, Trea5U'8r
The fliing of this statement does
not of itseff authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the riglts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

~r.,=

filed will the County
of Riverside on 9,00/03,
I hereby oer1lfy that thi s ~ is a
=on
the~ stateNOTICE: This ~ious business
name statement expires five

"'if.Yi

~~of~~~~~~~

new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be flied before
that time. The filinQ of this statement does not ilsef authorize the
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of the
~ of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.. Business
and Professions Code).
GARV L ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003-09427
p, 9118, 9125, 1CV2, 10/9

The lolowing

person(s) is (are)

~~=~:;-:
HOUSE

COFFEE

2681 Green River Dr., Suite 101
Corona, CA 92882

Jonathan Oliver Solo

~~-

~t~~
~ by

~ F 1s concfuded

tious business name(s) listed

~~J!,~~

~~~J!,~~

by

~Q,ay

The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name i1 violation of the rtg'Cs cl
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 el seq.
~code)
cl R ~ ~ ~ C o t r i l y
I hereby certify that this_copy Is a
COf1'9CI ~ of the original state-

~-=busS>ess

~rlE:
name statement

~.4!18=-~

e ~ five
~ from the date l was filed i1

new

Statement must be lied before
that time. The fllina of this statement does not itselfauthorize the
use in this stal8 cl a FIClitious
Business Name i, vlolation cl the
rv1ls cl another lffl8f federal.
slate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and ~ C o d e ).
GARV ORSO, Coumv Cler1<
FILE
. A-2003-0910$
p. Q/18, 9125, 1tV2, 10/9

The folowing person(s) Is (at8)

~~i:o.

2ffi7 Sceni: Crest Ln.
Corona, CA 92881

Yunda Science & Tecllnology

=~Jrr"9 Co., LTD

This busi18SS is ooncil:ted by
Corporation,
Registrant has not yet begu'I to
transact busimss under the fictitious business name(s) lis1ed

above.
I dectar8 that al the i1lorrnation i1
this - t Is true and COf1'9CI.

~~who-~~
knows to be fal9e is guilty cl a

~J;.mooC<llffl
Cte<f<
p, 9125, 10'2, 1Cl'9, 10'16

name statement expires five
~ from the date l was filed in

Maruela Yllome Hines
13785 Chara
Moreno Valley, CA 9'i553

The iciiowlng person(s) is (are)
doina business as:
POSIT1VE POTENTIAL WORKSHOPS

Statement must be filed before
that tine. The filinQ of this statement does not itself'authorize the
use in this state of a Fditlous
BusinesS Name in violation of the
rtal'its cl another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Busi1ess
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Coumv Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003-09888
p. 9125, 10'2, 10'9, 10'16

~~siness is conducted by

Registr.n commenced to traneact business under the fi::tltlous
~ ~ ( s ) listed above
I declare that alt the i,lormation in
this statement is true and oorrect.
(A registrant who declar8s as
true, information v.fiicl'I he or she
knows to be false Is gully of 8
aime.)
sf.Manuela V. Hines
The filing of this statemenl dc.s
not cl Isett authorize the ,_ in
this stale of a fictitious business
name in violation of the ri{t,ts cl
=,u~~o":9~

~

fded with thtl Carily
of Riverside on 9/10'03.
I hereby cet1ify that th.is.copy Is a

=on~:::~

stateNOTICE: This ficltious business
name statement explf811 five
years from the dale Mwas filed ii
the Oflice cl the County Ctelt<. A
new FtettiousBusiooss-...,
Statement must be filed before
that time. The fitln!l cl this ment does not itsefauthorfze the
use In this state cl a Fictilious
Business Name in violation of the
riQhls of another lffl8f federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 1441 1, Et Seq., Buslneas
and Professions Code).
GARY L ORSO, Coi.,ty Cler1c
FILE NO. A-2003-09471
p. 9125, 10'2, 10'9, 10'16

The ioiowhg

Is

person(s)

(at8)

~ ~ ~ G A G E CO.
JA-MARC REAi.TY

=~=
W'liadean

600 Central Ave. lf75
Riverside, CA 92507

Teresa Mlchetle Bloodsaw
600 Central Ave. #75
Riverside, CA 92507
• This business Is conructed by

Individual.

~.:~.::,,~~
~nan:Jf\..~~ln
this Slalement Is true and COfT9Ct

=

knows lo be faJse ia gu1lty of a
crime.)
st.Teresa Bloodsaw

1::::::;:
~~
this state al a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights al
another l.ndor federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et seq.

~=,

filed with the County
ot Riverside on 911Ml3.
Ihereby cet1ify that this copy Is a

:="'on"\Ut~~ stateNOTICE: This flcffiJuS business
name statement expires five
~ from the date tt was lied in

new~~:'~~

Statemenl must be lied belora
that time. The fling cl this statement ct>es not il9efauthorize the
use in 1his of a Fiditious
Business Name in vtotation of the
ri!ll1'S al another L.nder .
sfate or oommon law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Profession5 Code).
GARV L. ORSO, Col.uitv Cte<f<
FILE NO. A-2003-09700
p. 9125, 10'2, 1Cl'9, 10'16

lalowiig paiion(s)

The

Knight DeJamett

~

81
t.•,:'tion""'
...•.ctl

IS

(are)

~~~

27490 Englewood Street
Morano Valey, CA 92555

~siness Is conducted by

11216 wau,;t, Ranct1 Road
Riverside, C'A 92503
,

Kevin Lorenzo P17216 W~ Ranct1 Ad.
Riverside, C)\ 92503

~~~~

The 1olowing person(s) is (are)

~~ l"~TOMOTIVE

DETAILING
SERVICE
(D.A.D.S.)
6722 BIBnton St.
Riverside, CA 92509

~~
~StDootey
Riverside, CA 92509

~business is conducted by

~~J:~~

tlous name(s) !isled above
I declare that all the information in
this slatement is true and COf1'9CI.

t.'.~~~~
knoWS to be false is guilty of a
crtme.)

~=~-

~ ternent does
not of ltsef authorize the use in
this state al a fictitious business
name in violation cl the riglts of
another
- 1440
• state,
or
commonunder
law (sec.
el seq.
b&pcode)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 9/22/03,
I hereby oer1lfy that this OOf1'I is a
oom,ct ~ of the q1glrY!l sta..-

~ :~=bushoss

name statement expires five

~ from the dale l was filed in

~~~~

Slalement must be filed belora
that trne. The filinQ cl this ment does not itself'authorize the
use ii this state cl a FiClitious
Business Name i, "1olatlor1 of the
rlQhls of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Busness
end Professions Code).
GARV L ORSO, Countv Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003-0988t
p, 9125, 10'2, 10/9, 10'16

~~who-~~ =~~~,.:

The folowing peisoii(s) Is (are)
doinO business as:

nie loiloWing person(s)

The filing cl this statement does
not of Isett authorize the use i1

~~9~

stateNOTICE: This fic1itious business
name statement expires five

this of a fictitious buslnass
niwne in violation of the riglts cl
ano4her under -..r, state, or
(sec. 1440 el seq.

IS

(are)

43552 Modena Dr.
Temecula, CA 92592

~on~:::~

Steven Roy Mad<
43552 Modena Dr.
Temecula, CA 92592

~~cl~~~~~
new Fditlous Business Name

~~:

Karen Marie Mack
43552 Modena Dr.
Temecula, CA 92592
~~"""t~by

~~u~~~

tious business name(s) Usted
above.
I declare that all the lnfomlation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as
true, nformation whicl'I he or she
knows to be lalse Is guity of a

~=

tiled With the County

of Riverside on 9I08I03.
I hereby C8flify that this.copy Is a

"\frt

r

=on
the
stateNOTICE: T h i s ~ bushl6s
name statement expires five
~ from the date It was filed i1

new~~~.;,,:

Statement must be tiled befora
that time. The filing' cl this statement does not ,itself authorize the
use ii lhls state of a FictltkJus
Business Name in violation al the

=

":'~~"'l"s:!,

~r
Section,14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09368
p. 9/18, 9125, 10"2, 10/9

The following

peraon(s)

~~E~

Is

(are)

WOR'Tli
2188 Ranchwood Place
Riverside, CA 92506

Statement must be filed before
that line. The fitinQ of this stat&ment does not itselfauthortze the
use i1 this state cl a FIClitious
Business Name in violation of...,
rictlts al another under federaJ,
slate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Coutitv Cler1<
FILE NO. A-2003-09135
p, 9118, 9125, 10'2, 10/9
The

1oiiowing person(s) is (are)

~A~~~~TES

9880 Sycamore Cyn.

Moreno Valey, CA 92557
Dawn Irene Monahan

9880 Sycamore Cyn.

~~~Place
Riverside, CA 92506

tious business name(s) isled
above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and COf1'9CI.

~ I Quinn, Co-Partner

~i1~=~~

this state of a fictitilus business
name n violation cl the rights of
another under federal, state, or
corrrnon law (sec, 1440 et. seq.
~~r..=i filed with the County
of Riversile on 8/29/03.
I hereby certfy that thjs_ copy is a
=on
stateNOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
~ from the dale It was filed ii

~i::~

newcwce~~~~

Statement must be filed before
that time. The fiinQ of this statement does not itsefauthorize the
use i1 this state of a F1cttious
Busiiess Name in violation of the
ri<Jhts of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L ORSO. County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-09041
p. Q/18, 91'25, 1CV2, 10/9

~e f c l ~ ( s ) Is (are)
BU~GESS MOVING & STOA-

.AGE

3200 Russel St.
Riverside CA 92501
P.O. Box28
Riverside, CA 92502
Inland Moving & Storage, Inc.
P.O. Box28
Riverside CA 92502
CALIFORNIA
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on ;?/27/1996.
Ideclare that all the inlormalion in
this statement is true and corrnct.

above.

I declare that al the Wormation i1
this is true and <Xlf1'8d.

~~ Is cordicMd by

knows to be fal9e is guilty of a

tious name(s) listed above
I declare that all the lnfolmatton In
this statement Is true ml COf1'9CI.

~KDeJamett

~'r

~~~;f'e.J{' Ca.flly
I hereby cet1ify that this~ is a
=on~tthe~- NOTICE: T h i s ~ business
heme statement expires five

~~cl~~~~

new FIClitious Business Name
Statement must be filed belon!
that time. The filina cl this ment does not itselfauthorize tie
use in this state al a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of""
riQhts of another under -.ii,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Countv Cieri<
FILE NO. A-2003-09678
p. 9125, 1CV2, 10'9, 10'16

Morano Valley, CA 92557

~ ~ ( S ) Is (are)

This business is conducted by
Individual.

PAl~FUL THOUGHTS TATTOOS
2560 N. Perris Blvd. SW 1111..J
Perris, CA 92557

="'~.1:.T~

tious business name(s) isled
above.
I declare that al the i1lorrnation in
this statement is true and correct

~=tion~~.::a
knows to be false is gUilty of a
crime.)
sl..DawnMonahar'I
The fling cl this statement does
not cl itself authorize the use i1
this state cl a fictitious business
name in violation al the rights al
another under federaJ, stale, Of
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b&pcode)
Statement filed with the County
cl Riverside on 81261CX3.
I hereby cet1ify that this_ copy Is a
: t h e ~ stateNOTICE: T h i s ~ business
name statement expires frve
~ trom the date It was filed in

=."'it'

O\IW~~~

Michal Joseph Quinn
2t 88 Ranchwood Place
Riverside, CA 92506

~antbusil~.::,,
~~
tious name(s) llstod

Statement must be filed before
that line' The filino of this stal&ment does not itself authorize the
use in this state of a Focttlous
Business Name i1 violation cl the
rights cl another under federal,
sfate. or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L ORSO, Coumv Cler1<
FILE NO. A-2003--0885$
p. 9118, 9125, 10"2, 10/9

The folowing

peraon(s) is (are)

t~~D"X~

·

23733 Swan St.

~~Ct92557
~ Valley, CA 92553

~Hussain (NMN)

~~u::.,~~

tious name(s) listed abcMI.
I declare that al the information i1
this is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as
true, infoonation which he or &l1e
knows to be false is gultty ol a
=Hussain

.

~:w1~~~

this state cl a fictitious ~
name in violation of the rig1ts of
another under federaJ, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et seq.

~=;

filed with the County
cl Riverside on Q/1 Ml3.
I hereby C8flify t h a t = Is a

~on~:::~ NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expl!Bs five
~ from the date It was flied ii

new~~~~

Statement must be filed before
that lime. The fitinQ cl this ment does not itselfauthorize the
use i1 this state cl a Fictitious
Business Name i1 violation ol the
riQhls of another undo< federaJ,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Coutitv Cl8r1<
FILE NO. A-2003-09m
p, 9.'25, 10'2, 10/9, 10'16

David C. Adams, Jr.
13321 sunflower Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

~ s ~'

~t.i~ss is conducted by

~!k~cfbJo

~

I=

business name(s) isled above
on 7/28/00.
I declare that all the infonnation i1
this statement is true and cooect.

~=tionwho-~st':
knows to be false Is gully of a
crime.)

st.David C. Adams, Jr.
The filng of this statement does

not cl ltseW authorize the use ii
this state of a fictitious business
name i1 violation of the rig1ts of
another uncter federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
~:re={ tited with the County
of Riverside on 8/29/03.
I hereby C8flify that th_ls copy is a

:::fan~:::~

stateNOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires rrve
~ from the date l was filed In

new~~~~

Statement must be fifed before
that line. The filnQ cl this statement does not itselfauthorize the
use in this state of a Focttious
Business Name i1 violation of the
ri!lhts of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Busi'less
and ProfessionS Code).
GARY L ORSO, Ccuiv Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003-09000
p, 9/18, 9125, 10'2, 10/9
The following person(s) is (at8)
doin!l business as:
JALISCO BAKERY
12235 Heacock St. Sia. C
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

person(s) IS (are)

war, Micheal Mites

~ k~&Dr92530

~business is conducted by

="'~u::.,~,.:

new~~~

Statement must be flied before
that time. The fllln!l al lhis statement ct>es not itse(~ the
use in this state cl a Fictitious
Business Name In violation of the
r'd',ts al another federal,
slate or common law (See

~~~--GARY L. ORSO,

eoukv

Cler1<
FILE NO. A-2003-09719
p. 9,'25, 10'2, 10/9, 10'16

~=,~p

The loiowrig perioii(s)

is (ani)

YOUTH

Corona, CA 92880
2621 G,-, River Rd. St. 105
PM0$308
Corona, CA 112882

Mountain Top Youth Clr!larization
2621 0,-, River Rd: St. 105
PMB308
Corona. CA 112882
2452435 · CA

~~~by

~~ur:,~~

=lion

~'.t--~=~
=
~~\..iistu:1

i1
Is true and COf1'9CI.

this -

knows to be false Is gu1lty cl a
crtme.)
st.Tia
M.
Magee,
DiRlclor/Founder
LLC/All 2452435 CA

~m~~~

this slate of a fictitious business
name in violation ol the rights of

:;:2'81

Of/,?~~~
Statement must be filed before
new

that line. The filina of this statement does not itsetl' authorize the
use i1 this state al a F1ditious
Business Name in violation of the
riQhls of another under ledoral,
sfate or common law (See
Section14411,EtSeq.,Busias
and Professions Code).
GARV L. ORSO, Ccuiv Cler1<
FILE NO. A-2003-0908t
p, 9.'25, 10'2, 10/9, 10'16

that lime. The tiinQ of this stat&~ does not ltsel authorize the
use In this state cl a FIClitious
Business Name in violation cl the
riQhls of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L ORSO, Couritv Cieri<
FILE NO. A-2003-09841
p, 9125, 10'2, 10/9, 10'16

nia toiowfig parson(s) is (are)
Al COMPANY

9880 Indiana Ave. #17
Riverside, CA 92503

=='w.,,,~Yo<.ng

~=
~busiM>ss is

conduMj by

business nsnels) listed above
on Seplember 15, 2003.
I declare that all the information i1
this statement Is true and oorrect.

~·-~~=.::

knows 10 be false is guilty of a
aime.)
s/.Magdalane You-,g
The fll'ng cl this statement does
not cl Itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitiouo business
name in violation cl the rights cl

~=

another LRler
- 1440
• state,
or
common
law (sec.
et. seq.

filed with the County
of Riverside on 9115KJ3.
I hereby certify that this_copy Is a
correct ~ cl the original state-

~

: n:~'t,usness

ti_~1i ~'m5• President

This business is conducted by
Individual.

The filing of this statement does
not of itselt authorize the use in
this state of a fictfous business
name in violation of the rights of
another under lederal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

~:"'~J:,,~~

Nancie Irene Johnson

this statement is true and correct.

This business is conducted by
Individual.

~~nolJ:,,~~

The

~,=

filed with the Ca.flly
of Riverside on 9/09i03,
~ c e ~ ~tth.i s~~:
ment on~in m y ~
NOTICE: This fictiious business
name statement expires five
~rs from the date It was filed in

Of/:?~=.~~
=~~
:..1a°'.J!:'J:
use in this state of a FICtitious
new

Statement must be tiled before

Business Name in violation of the
riQhts of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARV L ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003-09406
p. Q/18, 9125, 10'2, 10'9

The

following person(s) is (are)

~l~E°~iCAN OUTDOOR LIVING ROOMS
33560 #C W'IOSlon Way
Temecula, CA 92592

Allen Austil Quay
33560 #C W'onston Way
Temecula, CA 92592
This business is concfuded by

t

REFLECTIONS
WORKS

VIDEO

~~~~~in

~

~'.=tionwho-~
knoWS to be false is guily of a

(at8)

~~•Y

h~~~av

~oi?erto Nieto Meooa
The filing of this statement does

tious name(s) lisled above
I declare that all the informallon in
this statement is true and cooect.
(A registrant who declares as
tnie, lnfonnation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a

~:.=;

~Johnson
.
The filing of this statement does
not cl itself authorize the use i1
this state of a fictitious business
name i1 vuation cl the ,v,ts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

not of ltsel authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name i1 violation of the rig1ts cl
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
filed with the County
cl Riverside on Q/1600.
I hereby cet1ify that th_is copy is a
correct
cl the original -

~18°E~~ =busS>ess

name statement expires five
~ from the date k was flied in

new~~~~

Statement rrust be lied before
that line. The fitinQ of this statement does not itselfauthorize the
use in this state of a F1ditious
Business Name in violation of the
ri!lhts of another uncter federal,
sfate or common law (See

~ ~ ~ i-Busiiess
GARY L ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. A-2003-0968t
p, 9/25, 10'2, 10'9, 10'16

The folowing

person(s) s (are)
doing business as:

~r.=; filed with the County
of Riverside on 9/1Ml3.
I hereby certify that this ~ is a
state=on
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
~ from the date k was flied ii

,:r:::~ina

Of/,?~~~~

new

Statement must be fifed before
that time. The filin!l of this statement ct>es not itselfauthorize the
use In this state of a Fictitious
Business Name i1 violation cl the
riQhts of another tXlder fedeta!,
sfate or common law (See

~
~~).Business

another under f«wal, state,
(sec. 1440 el seq.

~A~~~ County

I hereby oer1lfy that this_copy Is a

r

=on~:""
stateNOTICE: T h i s ~ business
name statement e,qJires five
~ from the dam ~ was filed in

~ person(s) is (at8)

~

u'l5:

~~~~

Jennifer Rebecca Amelang

~~~

This business Is oonducted by

lndvlrual.

Statement must be filed before
that lime' The filinQ of this statement does not itself authorize the
use i1 this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation cl the
riQtns cl another under federal,
sfate or common law (See

~ ~ ~ ~)Business
GARV L. ORSO, County Cfer1<
FILE NO. A-2003-0988,\
p. 9125, 10'2, 10/9, 10'16

The f0iiowrig

per9on(s) IS

(are)

~"'=';i"~SCEHTER
24281 Postal Ave. 1212
Moreno Valey, CA 92553

~~ is conducted by

~~dJ:~~

knows to be false is guilty of a

name in violation al the rig1ts of

~~Jos:lte~

~~= flied with the County
cl Riverside on lMJ9103.
I hereby certify that this

Is a

=busS>ess

~rlE~
name statement

expires five

~~of~~~~~

new Fictitious

~

Name

Statement must be filed before
that l'me. The filina cl this statement does not Itselfa ~ the
use i1 this state cl a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of the
riQhts of another under federaJ,
slate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Prolesslons Code).
GARY L. ORSO, ColKltv Cler1<
FILE NO. A-200:3-09399
P: 9125, 10'2, 100, 10/16

BALBOA DISCOUNT STORE
5479 34th Spc 28
Ali>idoux, CA 92509

I:'- Flangal Corona
166llo Orariae Ave. Alli. 56
Paramount, CA 90723

tiled Mlh the County
cl Riverside on 911 Ml3.
I hereby certify that th_is_ copy is a
correct ~ of the original state-

1·~~

Aegistrant
~_ : ~~ficti-to
transact
~ - •~
~~~\..~=tionin
this s1a18ment is true and cooect.

~t~R~

~rlE:Tht =

·business

u::.,~~

crime.)

~m~~~

filed with the County
of Riverside on Q/17.00.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
COf1'9CI ~ of the original stat&-

The folowing

person(s) is (are)

~~wt~

14300 Homestead Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

name statement expires five

b &D code)
Statement filed w,th the County
ol AMl!Slde on !M:l4103.

~~~=~~

person(s) Is (are)

4121tAcademyDr.
Hemet, CA 92544

~

t.:=tion~~
knows to be false is guilty cl a

~
-~la Simons
The
Cynfiling of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the ng,ts cl
another under federal, state, or
com1TD1 law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b&pcode)
Statement lied with the County
cl Riverside on 9/08/03.
I hereby oer1lfy that this copy is a
correct ~ of the original state-

~8°E:~ ~=bllsiness

name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed in
the Office of the County Cler1<. A
new FictitiOUS Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filina of this statement wes not ltselauthorize the
use in this state cl a FICtitious
Business Name in violation cl the
,u,ts of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq.. Business
and Professions Code).
GARV L. ORSO, Coutitv Cler1<
FILE NO. A-2003-09328
p. 10'2, 10/9, 10'16, 10"23
The folowng person(s)

is (....,)

~~~EWi:.s
171 BaUCOO\ Ave.
Sharon Geiman (NMN)
171 BaUCOO\ Ave.
Aiverside, CA925J8

~~e~~l:s18

~~~~~ by
~~businet
has ssnotundeyetr~nfict~

~~~~st':
knows to be false is guilty of a
crine)
s/.Eif!98 RanQet Corona
The fifing cl tfils statement does
not cl itself authorim the use i1

um-·

~ under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
~~filed wtih the County
cl Riverside on 9/22/03.
I hereby C8flify that this 00/Y'/ is a

knows to be false is guity of a
s/crrne
_,,__J__ German
~
cl this
does
not cl itself
use i1
this state cl a foctitious busness

""' ,-

tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the iltormation in
this statement is true and COIT8CI.

::n.,sia:,v~~= , ~'.Coowho-~~
fl~•

.~~

new~a:.,~~~

Statement must be filed before

::,.~~:U~".:"'~
use ii this state of a Flctitious

"'
Business Name i1 violation of the
riQtns of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See ~
Section 14411 , Et Seq.. Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. A-2003-09948
p, 10"2, 10'9, 10'16, 10'23 •r 1

~ = - ~ s ) ~ (are)

SMOKE PLUS

~~~

The toiiowing person(s) is (are)
~ ~ a s:
;

KarTiem Hassan Madison

30155 Gutt Stream
CMyon Lake, CA 92587

Dr.

30155 Gutt Stream Dr.
CMyon Lake, CA 92587

lndvldual.

~~J:r~un~
tious name(s) listed above.

This business is concl\.ded by
Individual.

~Elg=...""'= I~~

I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and COfT9Ct
(A registrant who - . . . as
frue, lnformalion which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
aime.)
11.Kalriem Madison
The flthg of this statement does
not cl llsaW authorize the use i1
this state cl a fictitious business
name in violation cl the rig1ts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
al Riverside on Q/1 Ml3.
I hereby certify that this
is a
oom,ct
of the ~state-

~

~8°E: Th:

•

-~~

Brian Tickel (NMN)

This business Is conducted by

I declare that an the information in o
this statement is true and corrnct. ,1 ·
(A registrant who declares as ,true, i\foonation wllicl'I he or she
knows lo be false Is guilty of a "

=husines..

=Ttekel

,•:

The filing of this statement does
not cl ltselt authorize the use In
this state of a fictitxJus business
name in violation cl the rights of
another under federal, state, or
~~w (sec. 1440 et. seq.

"•

ment on~in my ofrtee.
NOTICE: This flcti1ious business
name statement expires five
yean; trom ht dale ~ was filed in ...-.
1he Office of the County Cler1<. A
•
new Fictitious Busi1ess Name
•
Statement must be filed before
•
that trne' The filinQ cl this state,
ment does not itself authorize the
,;

~~~~,~~

rights cl another under lederal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARV L ORSO, Cou-.v Cler1<
FILE NO. A-2003-09659
p, 10'2, 10/9, t0/16, 10'23

person(s) is (are)

&~r~
24856 Aausta Dr.

Moreno llalley, CA 92551 ,

The loAo\i.ing person(s) is (are)

=•

~~~ifRi"'TRUCKING
9085 Mislsion Blvd., SUtie A 1-1 12
Riverside, CA 92509

r~iaAMae T~~
CA 92551

Rafael Ibarra (NMN)
9085 Mission Blvd. SulteAl-1 12
Riverside, CA 92509

~blooess is conducted by

~~.c:.,~~

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced lo transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed aboVe
on 6/20,'1993.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declalBS as
true, ilformation whicl'I he or she
knoWS to be false is guilty of a

~~\..~=tionin
this statement is true end com,ct,
(A registrant who declares as
true, i\lon'nation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of 8

~
-) la Tu
.
The
~statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name i1 vblatlon of the rights a
another under federal, state. or
common law (sec. 1440 et seq.
b&Dcode)
Statement filed with the County
cl Riverside on 9/17/03.
•
I hereby cer1ify that th_is_copy Is a
corrnct aJfJ"/ cl the origi1al state-

"r.;g °'

~~8°E~~~ =·business

:':,~~
~~
Statement must be fied before

::::,~~
~ ~a~"!"J:
use i1 this state cl a Fictitious
Bushlss Name in violation cl the

lights of another UQder federal,

sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Cier1<
FILE NO. A-2003-09748
p, 10'2, 10'9, 10'16, 10"23
,s

~~I

Ibarra
The fling of this statement does
not of itsel authorize the use in
lhis state of a fictlious business
name i1 violation of the rights of

=u~~~~t~ ,
b &p code)

~ " / l = ~ Q / ~ County
I hereby cet1ify that this ~ is a
state:=cton~ i imtt;'
NOTICE: This ficUious business
name statement ,expires five
years from the date It was filed in
. the Olfice of the County Clerk. A
new FiClitilus Business Name
Statement must be filed before

(are)

~~=Blvd#B
Redondo Beach, CA 90278

Ha"'"8Yakubu(r-.t.1N)
2114 Mamattan Beach Blvd. #B
Redondo 8e!"'h, CA 90278
This business is conducted by
Individual.

~~ur:i:.,~~
"""!'!.•

J 11ou
·declares
)allisttheedinlaboveorma.tion ·, n
1
u"'1
th statement
is
is true and correct.

~~~~=~ ~
knows to be false ,; gl.ilty cl a

~

::,.
~~ ~:~-:.::
use
this state of a Fictitious
in

Business Name i1 violation of the
rights of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARV L ORSO, County Cier1<
FILE NO. R-2003-00598
p, 10'2, 10/9, 10'16, 10'23

the following person(s)

IS

(are)

~~~~ISES
3361 Idaho St.
Riverside, CA 92507

Brian Alan Brock
3361 Idaho St.
Riverside, CA 92507

KimbertyAnlttaBrock
386A,}-~
. CASt.
w~- 92507
This business Is conducted by
Individual • Husband & W~e.
Registrant commenced to trans-

NOl'IC E OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS/APPLICATIONS

· Notice is hereby given that proposals will be accepted by the South Coast Air Quality Management
District, 21865 E. Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765 for the following:
Contact Person
Bid No.
Title
Bidders'
Closing
Conference
Date
PA2004-02 Lawn Mower Exchange Program
None
10/31/03 Shashi Singeetham
4:00 p.m. (909)·396-3298
None
11/5/03 John Mclaughlin
P2004-05 Pre-Qualify Vendors for
5:00 p.m. (909) 396-2180
Compressed Pure Gases and
~ryogenic Liquids
MANDATORY
P2004-07 Janitorial Services for Diamond
11/7/03 Sylvia Oroz .
Bar Headquarters
10/24/03
2:00 p.m. (909) 396-2054
10:00 a.m.
P2004-08

Insurance Brokerage Services

P2004-09

Natural Gas Fueling Station
Infrastructure

None
1117/03

12/5/03
5:00 p.m.
12/16/03
5:00 p.m.

William Johnson
(909) 396-2038
Larry Watkins
(909) 396-3246

~'.'C.oo~~~

knows to be false is guilty al
Cline.)

8

-~:~,18111nota--theusoln ·

=

tis state cl a fictitious business
name i1 ~ cl the rights of

~~4'lo-='8~

~~

filed with the County
of Riverside on !lr'22/03.
I hereby certify that this. copy is a

=on,:ri::~NOTICE: This ficlitious business

,

~ cert~tt~~st1,~;

Flctiltous Business Nlwne
Statement must be filed before
hi tine. The filing ol llie-. ....
ment does not ibeiTauthorize the
use in tiis .state of a Flctitious
Busness Name In violation cl the
ri!lhts of ..-.other uncter federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Prclessions Code).
GARV L ORSO, Coutitv Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09781
p, 1CV2, 10/9, 10/16, 10"23

name statement expires five
years from the date It was 1wld in

·•"

Stal!!fll80I flied with the County
al RM!f'Side on 9/1Ml3.

~~o~eo!tv~~
~
new

Moreno

f,

~ = = - ( s ) listed above ;

name statement expires five

the loiowng person(s)
doinQbusinessas·
DAl'IEL. NUTRITION
13373 Perris Blvd. E402

ElmerWesley Genran

name statement expires five

~ from the dale'lt was filed In

Busi1e6s Name i1 viofallon of the
ri!ll$ cl another under federal,
slate or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Ccuiv Cler1<
FILE NO, R-2003-09768
p. 10"2, 10'9, 10'16, 10/23

The loiiowiig

This busiless is eorructed by
lndMdual.
.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 1/1/00.
I declare that al the Information in
this statement is true and correct.

~ :n: ~busS>ess

~~~~~

Statement must be filed before
that line. The fitinQ of this statement does not itself authorize the
use ii this ol a F1c:titious

~:z~

~~Alford
The fling of this statement does
not of ltsef authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name i1 violation cl the rv,ts cl
another under federal, state, or
oommon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

~r~l

~ from the date It was filed in

busiless name(s) listed above
on 3111/03.
Ideclare that all the infonnation in
this statement is true and corrnct.
(A registrant who declares as
frue, information ..t-ich he or she
knows to be false is guly cl a

'

filed with the County
of Aivetslde on 9/2:WJ.
I hereby cet1ify that this 00/Y'/ is a
com,tt ~ cl the original state-

~!8°E:H
Th~ ~business

~LIA

t

.~.

sf.Susan Christine Perkins
The fi!ng cl this statement does
not of itseW authorize the use in
this state cl a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

~=

This business Is conducted by
Individual.

~~~~~'lb'=

to be false is guilty of a

this state of a fictitious business
name in violation al the rights of

new~~m,~

~ ~ ~ ).Business
GARV L. ORSO, Countv Cler1<
FLE NO. R-2003-09814
p, 9125, 10'2, 10/9, 10'l6

~-=loo~~~
=)

lious name(s) listed above.
I declare that al the information in
this statement Is tnie and corrnct. .,

s/.W'tllis Bovd, Jr., President
LLC/AI 25f4887

=,~~440-=te~

Stateml!nt must be filed before
that line. The fiinQ of this statement does not itsetl'authorize the
use in this state of a F iClitlous
Business Name i1 violation of the
riQhts of another tXlder federal,
sfate or common law (See

="1~u.-:..~.:

who

~

has not yet begun to
lr;lnsacl business under the fic1;.
tbJs name(s) listed above
I declare that all the information i1
this statement Is true and correct.

The folowing parson(s) Is (are)

~~~ist,ies

name statement expires five
~rs from the dale k was filed in

Riverside, CA 92518

Thls
_;_. ~ is conducted by

~ ~ ; ~ ),Bu
,T
GARV L ORSO. Coumv Cler1<
•"
FILE NO. R-2003-09895
,r
p. 10'2, 10/9, 10'16, 10"23 ~~

is (are)

~~:MNSmlES
• 1886 Cable arc1e
Riverside, CA 92506

This business Is conducted by
Individual.

~r=

'

J::

tious name(s) listed above..
I declare that all the information in
this statement Is true and <Xlffl!CI.
(A ragislrant
declares as
frue, Information whi:h he or she
knows to be false Is gully of a

Cvnth' Simons

~~~~~

Business Name in violation cl the
riQhts of another under federal,
sfate or common law

Susan Ctvistine Perkins
22715 Passion Fbwer Court
Corona.CA92fl83

·=~Dr

~ant~.::.,~~

FILE NO. R-2003-09991
p. 1CV2, 10'9, 10/16, 10"23

'

::,.~~~a~".:"J:
use ii this state cl a Fctitious

arr:J Protessms Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Couritv Cler1<

This business is conducted by
Corporation.

aime.)
sl.Chanes A. Martin
The fifing ol this statement does
not cl itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name i1 violation cl the riglts of
another under federal, state. or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

CVN"llilASIMON

tious name(s) listed above
I declare that al the normation i1
this statement is true and -

~~oftt;.,da~~!r~
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be fited before

~=~=-~ ="~

dolnQ business as:

This businMs is oonducted by
Individual.

Stahim8nt must be filed befora
that lime. The fiina of this statement does not itself'authorize the
use in this state cl a Fidltious
Business Name in violation of the
riahts of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business

knoWS to be false Is gu~of a

The ioiowf,g

Moreno Valley, CA92557

="'on,::~~
,_~~=-~am:

22715 Passion Flower Court
Corona. CA 92883

The lolowing pen;on(s) s Iara)

Mltle Belle Mansi<er
22599 Morala Dr.

~~=

fled with the County
cl Riverside on 9124103.
I hereby certify t h a t ~ is a
stateNOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
~ from the dale It was filed ii

Riverside, CA 92506
CALIFORNIA

new~~
Statement must be fited before
that line. The fililQ of this statement wes not itselfauthorize the
use in this state cl a Fi:titious
Business Name In violation cl the
riahts of another under federal,
sfate or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GAR{ L. ORSO, Coi.,ty Cte<f<
FILE NO. R-2003-09210
p, l(Y.!, 1Cl'9, 1<V16, 10/23

doinO business as:
BEll.EFIEALTY
22599 Maraia Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

aime.)
s/.Hai\-"a Vakubu
The filing of this statement does
not of ltselt authol12e the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights cl
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b&pcode)
Statement filed with the Comly
of Riverside on 9/22/03.
I hereby cet1ify that this~ is a
=on~~the~. stateNOTICE: This ~ious busness
name statement expires five

tious name(s) listed above
I declare that alt the information in
this statement is true and corrnct.

. . .~~m.~

Statemeot must be lied before
that trne. The filina of this statement does not itself8IAhorize the
use in this state al a FIClitious
Business Name i, violation of the
rti'ils of another under federal,
slate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARV L ORSO, Countv Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003-09889
p, 8"!5, 10'2, 11W, 10'16

name in violation of tie rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1-4-40 et. seq.

The ioiowiig person(s)

ment on~in my clfice.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
~ from the data l was filed in

The ~ person(s) is (are)
doinQbuslnessas:

~'.~=11or1~=:~

knows to be false is gully cl a
crime.)

IS

of a fictitious business

In viotation cl the rig'lls cl

correct= ol the ~stal&-

Statement must be filed before

Roberto Nieto Medina
24117 Aylesbury Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

dol'lQ busness as:

-:::~~~~
name
or
~'r

new~~~~

~ from the dale It was filed in

name statement expires frve
years from the date It was filed in
the Office cl the County Cler1<. A
new F1ctftious Busness Name
Statement must be filed belore
that trne. The fling clthls statement does not itset[ authorize the
use in this of a Fielilious
Business Name in violation al the
rights cl another federal,
slate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et S e q . , ~
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Couritv Cler1<
FILE NO. A-2003-09636
p. 9125, 10'2, 10'9, 10'16

The foiiowing person(S}

sl.JolTI Alon Anderson

=

Riverside, CA 92504

=on~:
stateNOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
~rs from the date l was filed in

atmo.)

name statement expires five

I lieroby cet1ify that fl'!s. copy is a
~on, : : t h e ~ slaleNOTICE: T h i s ~ business

sl.W~Miles
The INing of this statement does
not cl itself authorize the use in
this stale cl a fictitious business
name In violation of the riglts cl
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
~ r . = l tiled with the County
of Riverside on 9/0203.
I hereby C8flify that this_ copy Is a

tlous name(s) listed above
I dectare that al the Information in
this statement is true and oorrect.
(A regiabant who declares as
true, lr\formation ..t-ich he or she '
knows to be false Is g,ilty al a

~~«o"'.r~ ~;J, B Mansker
~ flied with the County ~~1 ~~~
cl Riverside on 9/19/03.
this state of a fictitious business

~ T ~ o ' ! f o INDUSTR~

crine.)

~~ is condu::led by

this -

new~~run:

Weroy Renee Alford

=·~.c:.,~~

tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that an the ilformation i1
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant
declares as
true, i\foonation whicl'I he or she
to be false is gully cl a

who

John Alen Anderson

this state of a fictltloos business
name ii vtotation cl the rv,ts cl
another under federal, state, or
oonvnon law (sec. 1440 et. 99q.
~ )filed will the County
of Riverside on 9117/03.
I hereby oer1ify that 1his
is a
com,tt aJfJ"/ cl the ~ ment on fie ii my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious bUs1ness
name statement expires five
~ from the date Mwas lied ii

~-fi8°E:n:=busS>ess

name statement expires live
~ frorj1 the date twas filed i1

14300 Homestead Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

~~~

~::u=.:..~~

4325 Pnldo Ad. Sia. 101

~business Is conwcted by

EVOLUTION MOLD DESIGN

=Peete

ORGANIZATlOH, INC.

~~~7

The following

t.'.:tion~~:.:
knows to be false is guilty cl a

corrnct ~ of the original state-

OVlr1es AndlB Martin
24281 Postal Ave. t2 t 2
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

b &pcodel
Statemen( filed with the County
cl Riverside on 9A'.Xl/03.
I hereby cet1ify that fl'!s. copy Is a

~~15.~~CounJYClert<
p. Q/18, 9125, 10'2, 10/9

~~"ton~=~ ~'.=loo~=~~

knows to be false is guilty of a
aime.)
sl.Na!'Cf Chavez

=~~~~

tious business name(s) listed
above.
I declare that all the infonnation in
this statement is true and com,c1,
(A registrant who declares as
tnie, information which he or she
knoWS to be false Is gully of a

MANS ACCESSOflY
13785 Chara St.
Moreno llaley, CA 9'i553

~-~ Zhang, President
LLC/AI# 22!38949
The fling of this ~ does
not cl itsel authorize the use in
this state cl a ftctitious bUs1ness
name in violation al the rv,ts cl
another LRler federal. state. or
common law (sec. 1-4-40 et. seq.

~sa:'~ur:i:.,~~

above.
Ideclare that all the infoonation in
this statement is true and oorract.

Individual.

knows to be false Is guilty cl a
crime.)
S'...Riad Haddad
This statement was filed wiith the
County Clery cl RM!f'Side County
on 9110'03.

knows to be false is guilty of a

Nisha Kohn (NMN)
44468 Perbrook Lane
Temecula. CA 92592

the !ollqwing person(s)

I declare that all the information ii
this statement is true and c:ooect.

This business is conducted by
Co-Panners.

LEGALS

ws~;Ir~r'

~~~~~

~rside County on October 7,

=,~~4'1.JwS:~~

Community Real Estate

The folk,\\;ng person(s) Is (are)

This business is oonducted by:
Individual

~.Jen A. Mack '
The filing of this statement does
not cl itself authorize the use i1
this stale cl a fictitious business
name i1 violation of the rights of

HOMES FOR SALE
Best Buy Hotlist
reveals 1O best buys
in your specific price
range. Free re-corded
message. 1-8n-6808068
ID#
1040.
Community
Real
Estate

Thursday, October 9, 2003

Page B-6
llous business name(s) listed

Persons attending a bidders' conference should confirm their attendance by calling the contact person.
Bids will not be accepted from anyone not attending a mandatory bidders' conference. The
RFP/APPLICATION may be obtained through the Internet at http://www.aqmd.gov/rfp. If you have
questions or would like a copy of the RFP/APPLICATIO.N mailed to you, contact the listed person.
It is the policy of the AQMD to ensure that all businesses including minority-owned businesses,
\\'.Omen-owned businesses, disabled veteran-owned businesses and small businesses have a fair and
equitable opportunity to compete for and participate in AQMD contracts. -- Procurement Unit
p, 1019

.
•
:

The Black Voice News
act business under the fictnious
business name(s) listed above
on 9115/03.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A regslrant who declares as
true, inlonmation which he or she
knowS to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sf.Brian A. Brock, Owner/CEO
The fling of this statement does
not of nsel authorize the use in
this ,state of a fictnious businass
name i1 violatlOO of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. sec.
b&pcode)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 9124103.

~ cert~ ~ t ~i~~!

rnent on~in my office.
NOTICE: This fictnious business
name statement expires five

n

~rs from the date was filed in
Office of the County Clerk. A
new Ftctitbus Business Name

Statement rrust be filed before

'

=~~s~~a~":"J:
use in !his stale of a Fdltious
Business Name in vic:>0tion of the
n?a]ts of another under federal,
s ate or common law (See

Section 14411 , Et Seq., Business
arid Prolassions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, ~ Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-1
p. 10/2, 10/9, 1Ql16, 10/23
The following person(s) is (are)

~'I?
~~i/1,\'r ~AN MOBILE
A UTO WASH AND DETAIL
SERVICE
5459 26th St.
Riverside, CA 92509

Page B-7

name statement expires five

~~~o~da~~;~I~~ ~

new Flctmous Business Name

Statement must be filed before
:1nt~~:.rwa~:'tl:
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name n violatbn of the

~r.:::

=

~r a~~inoor:.:"ts":.
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO,
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003p. 10/'2, 10/9, 10/16, 10/23
The following person(s) IS (are)
'.l°c1~~'t1~~ENT
921 Harris St.
Corona, CA 92882

Michelle Louise Moore
5459 26th St.
Riverside, CA 92509

Ronald Christopher Morris
921 Harris St.
Corona, CA 92882
This business is conducted by
lrdvidual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) lisled above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct.

(A registrant who declares as
true, inlonmalion which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sf.Ronald C. Mornis
The filing of this statement - s
not of itse~ authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. sec.

name statement expires five

n

~~~~~:"

by
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti.
tious name(s) isted above.
I declare that all the Information In
this statement is true ard correct
(A registrant whc declares as
true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)

~"/~n~· ~ ; statement does
not of nseH authorize the use in
this state of a fictttious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et seq.
b&pcode)
Statement filed wnh the County
d Riverside on 9129/03.
I hereby certlty that this~ is a
~oo~i~fm~o~.

stat

e-

NOTICE: This fictitious business

~rs from the date was filed in
Office of the County Clerk. A
new Ftetllious Business Name
Statement must be filed before

~.:,:~:::.,:~-;i:.;
use in this state of a Flciltious
Business Name in viola.hon of the

rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See

Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Profassions Cocle).
GARY L. O R ~ Clerk
FILE NO. R•
p. 10/2, 10/9, 10/16, 10/23

~~~Ji~~~;a~~~~

Statement musl be filed before

=~s~f~a"~"!"tl:
use in this state of a Fictitious
Bus,ness Name in I/Iola.lion of the
~his of another under federal,
ate or common law (See

Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Cou'lZ Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-101
p. 10/2, 10/9, 10/16, 10/23
The lofiowing person(s) is (are)
~~L~~~~A'!t~DVANCE

~f;.;~~'@f9 ~ Rd.

Kevin Lorenzo Peete

~j'7~~~'l51f:~ Rd.

~t.::,rss

is conducted by
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact businass under lhe ficti·
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonmatior 111
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as
true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crim:J

sf.K Q Lorenzo Peete
The filing of this statement does
not of ttsett authorize the use ,n
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another Ll'lder federal, state, or
~~~w (sec. 1440 et. seq.
Statement filed wtth the County
of Riverside on 9/1t /03.
~byce~~t~i~.J,~;
mcot on~in my offlC8

NOTICE: This lictttious business

~~=

::pon~u~u~rln
form Wyou want the court to hear

~~caJ;' not file

your response
on time, you rnay lose the case,
and your wa~, money and

t~t;;,8Y

~~,;'~

There are ~ legal requirements. You may want to cal an
attorney right away. If you do not
know an attorney, you may call

ment on e in my office.

NOTICE: This fictitious business

:~i~s~i~'W~~zt~~
use in thiS state of a Fictttious
Business Name in violation of the
~ s of another under federal,
e or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Coun~ Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-0985
p. 10/2, 10/9, 10/16, t 0/23
AMENDED
SUMMONS
CASE NUMBER: 384598
Notice to Defendant: Karen
Goldberg: Maggie Renaldo; and
Doest to25

~~beJri11;;: '.;Y );',~,:~by

and through her guardian ad

:~~~ l!."i?

The following person(s) is (are)

respuesta escrita a mequina

::,tt,:aral"'"~ "J:~g~~:l
beiow to show cause, l any, why
the petttion for change of name

:::~:~

=,be,n?6, ~

- a~n!~
1
:si:,~
at ~st once each week for four

Brook Milton Reeves
8936~ress Ave.
Rive . , CA 92503

successive weeks prior to 1he

This business is conductec by
lndivf<iJal.

Una carta o una llamada telefonlea no le olrecera proteccion: su

tiene que cumplir con las formaldades legales apropiadas si
usted quiere que la corte
excuche SU ca.so.

~ u:~=e=su;~e!i
caso, y le pueden quitar su .
salario, su dinem y otras cosas

de su propiedad sin aviso adi·
cional por parte de la mrte.
Existen otros requisitos legates.
Puecle que ustedJuiera llamar a
un abogado inm iatamente. Si
no coroce a un abogado, = e
lamar a ll1 servicio de re enencia de abogados o a una oflcrna
de ayuda legal (vea el directorio
teleronioco).
The name and address of the
court is: Riverside County

~~rorior

all

interested

'Persons:

=~""r,~ ~~~

~Ju~
court for a decree changing
as

follows:

~ h~~

date set for hearing on the petitior in the lolklwing newspaper of
genaral cir<:ulation. printed i this
county The Black Voice

~~~~r, p~~~~e~~ty:

Valley limes.
Date: Sept. 12, 2003
E. Michael Kaiser, Judge of the
Superior Court.
p. 10/'2, 10/9, 10/16, 10/23
The folklwing person(s) is (are)
b~t1"T~ANSPORTATION
t 2189 Cocopah Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

ney, or plaintjff without an attor-

ney, IS: The Accidenl Att"!"9YS
(Bar #560681 Kenneth A. Satin,
Esq., 403 Bmi Street, Sune 150,
~=rt ~~~~• toCalifom~~
November 10, 2003 at 8:~m.
Dept 8 of Riverside Superior

Eric Patrick Slater
12t 89 Cocopah Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Dale: Dec. 5, 2002.
p. 8'2B, 914, 11, 1B,
10/2 9, 16, 23

.

~1!r.~il filed with the County
of Riversi:le on 9/15/03.
I hereby certify that tho; ~y is a
· ~~~_;>l~he ~na state0
NOTICE: This
business

This business is conducted by:
lnoviduals • Husband & W~e.
The fictitious business name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside Coun~ 9/19/2000.
I declare that all
information in
this statement is true anc correct.
(A r09istrant who declares as
true, 111formation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
SJ...Mumtaz A. Khan
This statement was filed witth the
County Clery of Riverside County
on9/22AJ3
GARY L. ORSO, County aerk
FILE NO. R-006992
p. 1012, 10/9, 10/16, 10/'23

ti6itious

name statement expires five
~rs from the date it was filed in

Office of the CoU1ty Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement musl be filed before

J:V

= , : i ~~
ao~~taJ:
Ilse in this state of a Fctttious
Business Name in violation of the
~hts of another under fecleral,
sate or common law (See
SactxJn 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO~ Clerk
FILE NO. R-200
p. t 0/9, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30

STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT OF USE OF FICTI•
BUSINESS NAME

The follo.,;ng person(s) "' (are)
~business as·

nous

K JANITORIAL
13785 Chara St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

The following fictitious business
name(s): Has been abandoned
~ the folloWing perso~s)
AGNOLIA SMOK
SHOP
PLUS

Registrant oommenced to transact business under the fdiiQus

businass name(s) lisled above
on 711184.
I declare that all the informatxJn i1
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as
true, infOITTlation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
s.'.Brook Reeves
The filing of this statement does
not d ttself authorize the use in
this state of a fictnious business
name in violalion of the rights of
another under federal, state, or

common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b&paxJe)
Statement filed with the E:ounty
of Riverside on 10/03/03.
I hereby certify that this ~y is a

~r!~'W

~~l%'.is
a~~~':.
use in this slate of a Fdnious
Business Name n violation of the
rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See

Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, ~ Clerk
FILE NO R-2003-1037
p. 10/9, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30

not of itself authorize the use in

The following person(s) is (are)
Wtbtt~°8~
356 S. fncian ~
Palm Spnngs, A 92262
Erik Boje Pedersen
1777 Sandalwood
Palm Springs, CA 92262
This business is conducted by
Individual.
•
Rajstrant commenced lo trans•
act business under the fictttious
business name(s) listec above
on Dec. 2002.
I declare that all the inlolmation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as
true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
cnme.)
sf.Erik B Pedersen
The filing of this statement does
rot of nse~ authorize the use in
this state of a fictnious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec 1440 et. sec.
b&pcode)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 9126103.
I hereby certify that this ~ IS a

Gabe EliasZM

~~~~~~~2~

This business is conducted by:
lndrvldual

The ficttious business name(s)
referred to above was filed in

rd~=~~t~~~Ofl

in
this statement 1s true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as

true, nformation ""1ich he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a

Ollivette Marie Reed
22207 Silverbell Lane
Moreno Yalley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listec above
on.
I declare that al the information In
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant whc declares as

true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a

crime.)
s/.Ollivette M. Reed
The fi6ng of this statement does
not of nseH authorize the use in
this state of a fictttious business
name in violation of the rights ot
another lX1der federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. sec.
~t!fe=/ filed with the County
of Riverside on 10/03/03.
I hereby certify that this ~y is a

cw~':'~

=ron
stateNOTICE: This fictitious businass

cm:l

The following person(s) IS (are)

'!tis business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant commenced to trans-

tt11.it~~5~MIX
13026 Shireboum Rd.

~g~.'1~

CA 92553
Moreno Valey, CA 92553
Enisolo Fahlria Moala
13026 Shireboum Rd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

n

:~:~::
I!"i?a"'~~tl:
use in this state of a Flciltious
Business Name in violation of the

~~:

~r a~~~~oor:.:"ts":.
Section 14411 , El Seq., Busi'less
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, ~ Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-1
p. 10/9, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30
~ ~~ing person(s) is (are)

~i'.16' ENTERTAIN·

~
AN
MENTLLC.

FBE· EWAY

new Fictitious Business Name

Section 1441 t , Et Seq., Business

~tt~ness is cond"'c:/,ilt
Company/Partnership.
Regislrant commenced to transact business uncler the fictlious
bus,ness na~) Hsted above
on June 30, 2
.
I declare that all the informatior in
tis s1atement is true and correct.

(A 18§istrant who declares as
true, nfonmation which he or she
knowS to be false is guilty of a
crime.)

~:re=) filed with the County
of Riverside on 9/12Al3.
I hereby certify that this~ is a
stat
~ecton~l,;it
eNOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
~rs from the date was filed in
Office of the County Clerk. A
new Foctitious Business Nlarne
Statement must be filed before

the following pe,son(s) is (are)
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ R PRISES
14420 Elsworth Street Sune #116
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
13483 Arridson Road
Chino, CA 91710

Ronakl Celestian Recasner
13483 Arridson Road
Chino, CA 91710
:W:iness is conductec by
Registrant has not yet begun to
transect business under the fidi.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that al the information in
this slaternent is true and correct.
(A registrant whc declares as
true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sf.Ronald C. Recasner
The filing of tho; statement does
• not of itseH authorize the use in
this state of a lictttious business

:Veo~
n

:::,:~:::~a°'~~ai::
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of the
rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Cocle).
GARY L. O ~ Clerk
FILE NO. Rp. 10/9, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30

~t!fe=) filed with. lhe County
of Riverside on 10/01 /03.

name s1atement expires five

~rs from the date tt was filed in .
Office of the County Clerk. A

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
2ND CHANCE MINISmlES
17032 Van Buren Ave.
Riverside, CA 92504
16235 Conslable Rd.
Riversi:le, CA 92504

new Fictitious Business Name

Statement must be filed before
that time. The fi~ of this statement does not ttse authorize the
use in this slate of a FICtttious
Business Name in violation of the
rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 14411 , El Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. OF!SO, ~ Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-1
p. 10/9, 10/16, 10/'23, 10/30

Rev. Derrick Anderson (NMN)
16235 Constable Rd.
Riverside, CA 92504
]'his business is conducted by
Other Church.

Need ACAR?

this slate of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec, 1440 et. sec.
b&paxJe)
Statement filed with the County
of Riversi:le on 1MJ6/03.

~ ce~~l~i:rs:i;
ment on~in my,oflice.
NOTICE: This fictitio\Js businass
name statement expires five
~rs from the elate It was filed i1
Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before

~~li~s~

:,,w:~~

The folbWing person(s) is (are)
~ business as:
AVA COFFEE HOUSE
14420 Elsworth Street Sune 116
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Ronald Celestian Recasner
13483 Arridson Road
Oliro, CA 91710
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
lransact business under the ficti·
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information In
this statement is true and conect.
(A registrant who declares as
true, iriformation which he or she
knows 10 be false ls guilty of a
crime.)
s/.Ronald C. Recasner
The filing of this statement does
nol of itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, slate, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. sec.

~:r=l

filed with 111e County
of Riverstje on 9/l2Al3.

~;~It!,~.~

:,i;;~by cert~ \\:t
menl on
in my office,
NOTICE: This fictitlOUS business

Ta

name statement expires five

~rs from the date tt was filed in
Office of the County Clerk. A

NEW? Cerlifiedil Pre-Owned?
Do you have bad credit?
Repos, Bankruptcy, Charge Offs?
Are you a 1st time buyer?
Do you have good credit?
Would you like a grea~ deal?
A Great Interest Rate without the Hassle?
(Customer Cash Back up to $2000)

Robert
Coleman,

Dushane
Granger

(909) 734-6021

(909) 515-3695

MSRP . . . .

•

Quality Toyota
1685 West Sixth Street
Corona, CA 92882

'

GET THE FEELING
,®TOYOTA

2003 Volkswagen Passat GL

~ ~b-~~~~

.$18,970

NET COST TO YOU!

MSRP . . . ... .. . . .. . . . ... . .$23,400

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

Anowhead Credit Union
Member Dealer Direct Program
VIN #34069297

$3 100

NET COST TO YOU!

Official Dealer Direct Dealer

VIN #3P3471 72
1 @ t his Price

1@ this Price

2003 Volkswagen Beetle Convertible

2003 Volkswagen Jetta GL
MSRP .... , . . . . ...... ... . .$17,675

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

$2 676

NET COST TO YOU!

IN STOCK
NOW!!!
VIN #3M048209
1@ this Price

www.freewaylm-vw.com•
The new Volkswagen Warranty is so much better, it might very well bring tears of joy to your eyes.
• Basic Warranty: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited New
Vehicle Warranty. Wear & tear items and adjustments excl.uded after initial 12
months/12,000 miles (whichever occurs first).
• Powertrain Warranty: 5 years/60,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited
Powertrain Warranty.
• Roads1de Assistance*: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever occurs first) 24-hour

.~.ARROWHEAD
~

-

~ .,. , ~ ~~~

Arrowhead l;redlt Union
Member Dealer Direct Program

Ford

Credit

.•

Schedule Your Appointment Today!

VOLKSWAGEN
.!.ARROWHEAD

FREEWAY DISCOUNT ~ ~ ~_.., S_,.,19,., 7_1
,_

"'.

cert~ \\:t~i:rst!~!
00
rnent on Ii~in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business

~

Drivers wanted ••
2003 Volkswagen Golf GLS

,'
•

crime.l.i,
sf.Deli M. Curiel

use n this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of the
~ts of another under federal.
s te or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Cocle).
GARY L. ORSO, Cou~ Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-104
p, 10/9, 10/16, 10/23, 10/.l()

name statement expires five

use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of lhe
~ of another Ll'lder federal,
s e or common law (See
Section 14411, E1 Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, Cou~ aerk
FILE NO. R-2003-09
p. 10/9, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30

:~~~:!..1a"~~~::

~:

Regstrant corrrnenced to transact business under Iha fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on May 2000.
I declare that all the inlonmation n
this statement is true and conect.
(A registrant who declares as
true, infonmation which he or she
knows 10 be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sf.Derrick Anderson
The filing of this slaternent does
not of ttse~ authorize the use in
tns state of a fictitious business
name ,n violation d the riglts d
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. sec.

act business under the fictitious

~ : r = / filed with the County
of Riversi:le on 10/02AJ3.
I hereby certfy that this ~ Is a
correct coe; of the origina statement on fi in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
~rs from the date was fifed in
Office of the County Clerk. A
naw Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before

name n violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
corrmon law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

business name(s) listed above
on 811/03.
) declare that all the information In
this statement is true and conect.
(A registrant who declares as
true, Information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a

~J'~:=~~

U{ban W"'1d Entertainment, LLC
6
~rs~':"~~f
DELAWARE· 80 0067490

~fivte~~-~~ty Clerk
FILE NO. ~2003-02721
p. 10/9, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30

Roberta Christine Ayala
11815 Claycroft Ln.
Riverside, CA 92505

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictf.
tious name(s) listec above.
I declare that all the inlonmation in
this statement is true and conect.
(A registrant who declares as
true, lnfonmation which he or she
knowS to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sf.Enisolo F. Moala
LLC/AI # A3968302
The filing of this statement does
not r:1 ttseff auttuize the use in
this slate of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common taw (sec. 1440 et. seq.

NOTICE: This fictnious business

state or common law (See

The following person(s) is (are)

Maria Elvia Mares
11815 Claycroft Ln.
Riverside, CA 92505

~~16.i~~=
Clerk
p. 10/9, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30

new Foctitious Business Name
Statement must be fled before

e or common law (See

Section 14411 , Et Seq., Business
and Professions Code).
,
GARY L. ORSO, eoun7 Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-1034
p. 10/9, 10116, 10/23, 10/30

~~~~ ~la"'~'.!81~

~rs from the date nwas filed in
Office of lhe County Clerk. A

use in this state of a Fictitious

~

~::il"cl!s
~1a ~ : ;
use in this state of a Fictitious
Business Name in violation of the
~ of another under federal,

use in this state of a FIClitlOus
Business Name in lll'.llation of the
rights of anoti- under federal,
state or common law (See
Section 1441 1, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Cocle).

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictttious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonmation in
this statement is true and oorred.
(A regslrant whc declares as
true, lnfonmation which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sf.Frank Hines
The fling of this statement - s
not of it.sett authorize the use in
this slate of a fictnious business
name in violation of the rights of

Business Name n violation of the
rights of another uncler federal,

~ b y cert~~ ~{;;I'~!
ment onTin my office.
NOTICE: This fidttious business
name statement expires five
J:'rs from the elate ij was filed in
Office of the County Clerk. A
new Foctitious Business Name
Statement must be fled before

Delilah Marie Curiel
133)2 Sandra Pl.
Garden Grove, CA 92843

~iv~rs~~~F

=:i~::J~a"~tl:

~:re= filed with the County
of Riverside on 10'02/03.

~~':"a";.~nt~~ ~

new Fictitious Business Name
S1atement must be filed before

correct
of the origina statement on fi e in my office.

Statement must be filed before

sf.Edward
H.
Fttch,
CEO/Founder Manager
The filing of this statement does
not of ltsett authorize the use In
this state of a fdltious business
name in violation of the riglts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

~&~:&iOARD
3501 Hiawatha Place
River.side, CA 92501
2900 Adams St. ~ - B30 St. 17
Riverside, CA 92

Frank Hines (NMN)
13785 Chara St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

name statement expires five

~~m."J~

WlrJ~si~:sf~~ SERVICE
22207 Silverbel Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

name statement expires five

~rs from the date tt was filed in
Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious BustneSS Name
Statement musl be filed before

this state of a fictitious business
name 1n violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
corrmon law (sec. 1440 et. sec.

S~ufta Shahzadi Khan
1
N. Macy St.
San Bemardno, CA 92411

AND MIA·

na'me statement expires five

This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact busill8ss under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all lhe information in
this statement is true and correct.
(A regislrant who declares as
true, information which he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
crime.)
sf.Eric P. Slater
The filing of this statement does

Mumtaz Ahmad Khan
1850 N. Macy St.
San Bernardno, CA 92411

riv°2R~~158~~
ROW

=ron~I~:'o~na stateNOTICE: This fictitious business

Isabel Angulo (NMN)
12189 Cocopah Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557

Court.

=

that an persons interested in thsi

mi

~rt. ~~::1 same
Riverside, CA 92501
The name, address, anc telephone number of plantWfs attor-

name statement expires five
~rs from the date It was filed In

Qff,ce of the County Clerk. A
riew Flciitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before

~ears from the elale ij was filed in
e Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fidnious Business Name
Statement must be filed before

=usaf Rostom to Deanna
ill Issa. The Court Orders

To

The following pe,son(s) is (am)

name statement e1<plres five

para presentar una respuesta
escrita a maquna en esta corte.

~ueline Irene Burton

~t! f e = tiled with the CoU1ty
of Riverside on 9/19/03.
I hereby certify that this ~ is a
conect ~ of the origna state-

ment on~ i n my office.

NOTICE: This ficlnious business
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NO. 399480
Deanna lsayusaf Rostom, 1216
Crete a., Riverside, CA 92506 In
Pro Per, Superior Court of
GalWomia, Coun~ of Riverside,
4050 Main Stree, Riveside, CA
92501 Civil Division Petitior of:
Deanna lsayusal Roslom For
Change of Name.

Deanna

The following fictitious business
name(s): Has been abandoned
by the follov
u '-fWr¥i'l~)
DANIEL N
ONA STORE
13373 Pems Blvd E402
Mereno 1/alley, CA 92553

This business is conducted by
lndMdual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the infonmation in
this statement is true and correct.
(A registrant who declares as
true, information 'Mlktl he or she
knows to be false is guilty of a
cnrne.)
sfJacqueline I. Burton
The filing of this staternerrt does
not of ltsett authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under fecleral, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. sec.

~t!fe~~/ filed with the County
of Riverside on 9/23/03.

:,i;;~y ~ :1:1: , ~ ~ : :

names

t'~&Jtm'/M'krs

Mesa Dak Drive
Riverside, CA 92500

another lX1der federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.

legal aid office (listed In the
~k)
de que le ent~en
esta citacion judicial usted ene
un plazo de 30 Dias Calendarios

STATEMENT OF ABANDON·
MENT OF USE OF FICTInous BUSINESS NAME

8922 Mesa Dak Drive
Riverside, CA 92508
231 E. Alessandro Blvd., Suite A,
PMB 398
Riverside, CA 92508-6039

crime.)
SJ...GabeZett
.This statement was rned witth the
County Clery of Riversi:le County
on9/18'03.
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-200305123
p, 10/2, 10/9, 10/16, 10/23

a~s;i:;
use in this state of a F,ctitous
Business Name in violation of the
ri~ts of another under federal,
s ate or common law (See
Section 14411, Et Seq., Business
and Professions Cocle).
GARY L. ORSO,
Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003p. 10/9, 10/16, 10/23, 10/30

The following person(s) is (are)

name statement expires five

118W' Fictitious Business Name

this summons is served on you to
file a typewritten response at this
court.
A letter or phone call win not pro-

an attorney referral service Of a

~t~fe=( filed with the County
of Riverside on 9/23103.
I hereby certify t h a t = is a
~ectoncW';~f:Ve~
slateNOTICE: This fictijious business

i'%~~
Riverside, CA 92509

~g:;'h~~~= Days after

Thursday, October 9 , 2003

roadside assistance.
• Anti-Corrosion*~ : 12-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion
Perforation.
•courtesy of our friends at the American Automobile Association (AAA) and their affiliated clubs in the U.S.
••a-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the Cabrio.
8-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available oh the EuroVan.

FREEWAY VOLKSWAGEN
909/889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115
1600 CAMINO REAL, SAN BERNARDINO
All vehicles subject to prior sale, Plus tax lie., doc. (smog If any). On approved credit. Musi see dealer for details. Standard rules of eligibility apply. Sale ends close of business 10/12/03.

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community

SPORTS
Contact Sports Department: at (909) 682-6070 or black_ voice@eee:org
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Is It AU Over for De la Hoya?
By Clarissa Smith
Martin Luther King_Middle School
Oscar " Golden Boy" De la Hoya vs.
"Sugar" Shane Mosley for the WBA/ABC
Super Welterweight Championship.
Mosley defeated De la Hoya the last time
they fought in Los Angeles in June of 2000.
Some watched the fight with joy and others
with disappointment when Mosley's gloves
were raised in victory. The three ringside
judges gave Mosley the win by unanimous
decision.

Mosley Crowne~ i
,~

- -:.f.

Champion

"·►·•~

ht

,.~)~_-:·
·,rs "Sugar'' Shane Mosley over Oscar :
De la Hoya in a controversial unanimous decision
~

\

Coincidence or Conspiracy?

Photo by Jon Gaede- BVN Staff
New WBA/WBC Champion Sugar Shane Mosley passes behind a sullen Oscar De La Hoya during their
post fight press conference
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MGM GRAND - Sugar Shane Mosley's left penetrates Oscar De la Hoya's defense in round five of
their championship fight.

Statistically De la Hoya was ahead by
punch count so why did the judges give
Mosley the decision? De la Hoya has his
own theory. He has launched an investigation on the judging of the fight. Boxing
officials are awaiting possible misconduct
charges. De la Hoya and many others
believe he should have won and the judges
conspired against him in Mosley 's favor.
Mosley says, "De la Hoya needs to accept
his loss and move on." But as long as the
money is 'right Mosley is willing to fight
for a third time.
Before the fight many people were looking forward to seeing De la Hoya defeat
Mosley and redeem himself from his·1oss to
Mosley in June of 2000. Mosley hadn't
won a fight in two calendar years and is on
a three fight non-winning skid. Though De
la Hoya may never be able to avenge his
controversial loss to Felix Trinidad in 1999,
he wanted to defeat Mo.sley and set up a
possible rematch with Fernando Vargas or a
fight with middleweight champion Bernard
Hopkins.
The Mosley victory establi'shes him at
two-for-two with De la Hoya and reclaims
his spot among sports' elite. It also softens
his losses to Vernon Forrest, not to mention
the extreme amounts of positive publicity
for beating D e l a Hoya a second time.
With his athletic ability, hand speed, and
quickness, Mosley was sure he would win, .
"f won the first fight , and I'll win this
fight," stated Mosley before the rematch.
De la Hoya and Mosley go back further
than just their last fight. They grew up in
Southern California, became succes sful
professional boxers and have thrived upon
a livelihood that most fans only dream of.
It's tough to see either fi ghter lose, especially when the outcome did not appear to
reflect the action in the ring.

Riverside North Dominates Mater Dei 28-1 O
By Gary Montgomery
BVN Staff

RIVERSIDE - The North High School
Huskies were simply too much for Orange
County traditional power Mater Dei. The
Huskies came into the contest ranked first

in CIF Division V and they demonstrated .the Monarchs had very little success in the
on the field that their status is much air. The Huskies superior defense shut
des·e rved.
down nearly all passing attempts. Senior
The Monarchs were never in this one. Josh Barnett rushed the ball 16 times fqr a
North 's speed and aerial attack had Mater lofty 159 yards. North senior Damon
Dei on their heels all night. Known as a Morton had four big catches for 88 yards.'
quarterback factory, (USC's Matt Leinart)

Riverside Poly and Redlands East Valley Play it Even
Riverside Poly rallies to tie .._.
I I~
Redlands East Valley
By Jon D. Gaede
BVN Staff
In a non-league early season high school football match-up, Riverside Poly and Redlands
East Valley make it interesting in the fourth
quarter and tie each other at 22-22. Poly travelled across the 10 freeway to challenge a Redlands East Valley team that was ranked 4th in
CIF Division I. The "grind it out" Wildcat running game, combined with several early season
mi stakes from both squads left the crowd of
3,000 uninspired at times.
The fo urth quarter was Poly's good fortune.
Down 22-14 with little time remaining, the
.Bears drove the length of the field, scoring a
touchdown on a 20 yard pass from Anthony
Andrew. Poly then completed a two point conversion to tie the game.
Standout quarterback Nate Johns from REV
, was 8 of 12 passing for 80 yards and also rushed
for 72 yards on six carries. John's, a superior
athlete, has all the tools and is worth the price of
admission. Junior tailback Nathan Acre was
outstanding for REV as he scored three touchdowns and gained 98 yards on 18 carries. Poly
quarterback Anthony Andre was 18 of 29 for
277 yards and three touchdowns.
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TIED GAME : The Riverside Poly Bears 'greet their opponents, Redlands East Valley after a 22-22
tie.
•
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Far Right: Redlands Junior
Tailback Nathan Acre rumbles
past Poly defender. Acre's
gained 98 yards and 18 carriers
for REV.
Right · Riverside Poly's running
back James Edwards is pulled
down by the Redlands East
Valley defense.
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Pomona's Sugar Shane Mosley Is an smiles as reporters question

the new champion.

By Dave Vidales
BVN Staff
The much anticipated sequel for the Super Welterweight crown between two great champions goes to
Shane Mosley by judges decision.
Prior to the fight, odds makers placed Shane
Mosley as a,n overwhelming underdog to take an~
belts away from popular champion Oscar De la Hoya
For Oscar, the fight was less about revenge as it was
about amending a 1oss to a fight he felt he could
dominate. Oscar knows that it was Mosley who was
perceived as the more powerful and accurate puncher in their first fight at Staples Center.
Holding both 154 pound WBA and WBC titles, De
la Hoya put it all on the line. HE3,had spoken wit.h a
great deal of confidence and had stated that he might
retire if he could hot beat Mosley. · The fighters, both
from the Southland, are as famiUar with each other
as casual friends from high school. With similar;
frames and great talent, they were destined to meet
in the ring more than once.
For 'Pomona's Shane Mosley, it has been difficul
to muster the interest in big fights that would include
him. lt is no mystery why HBO cultivates popuJar,
champions like Oscar De ta Hoya., Oscar's "Q" rating
has been so high that in the past, a lessor opponent
would not necessarily diminish' the show. Unfortunately for Oscar, a great champion1 his co-star on
this night was Sugar Shane Mosley.
: .
The fighters went toe to toe all night. After the
12th round there was no real consensus, no knock
downs, no sta:nding 8 counts. The decision cam~
quickly. Mosley, unanimous on ~n cards! Bo~blg
purists might point to the COMPU-BOX statistics t~at
had De la Hoya ahead in most categories they measure, however, let's give Shane Mosley and his
ager/fathe·r Jack Mosley their dµe.
:
Shane Mosley has had to adapt, corning way up ln
weight to take on a great champion like Oscar De Ja
Hoya. As Osca_r, a popular champion, contempla{e~
his career, Jet's not judge him for the loss. Ther~ 1s
no doubt, tans of boxing would love to see ano1fieri'
rematch, for now, let us celebrat~ a remarkable
achievement and honor Sugar Shane Mosley, the
new WBA/WBC Super Welterweight Champion.
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